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Cécile 

Coulon

GOOD TO KNOW

Cécile Coulon was born in 1990. 
She is studying and working on 
a Phd on Sport and Literature. 
She has already published five 
novels at Viviane Hamy and is 
considered as one of the raising 
talent of contemporary French 
fiction. 

Press reviews:

Stone Nests
Novel, 300 pages - To be published in January 2017

A powerful family saga, written by one of France’s rising literary voices. 

At the foot of the million-year-old cliffs nests a remote village, made up of farmers and workers making a living from 
quarrying stone. 

It is here that during World War II, Andre, a doctor, visits once a week to treat the workers and their families. He 
slowly learns to love this desolate place and becomes attached to the inhabitants, until one day he settles here to 
continue his work. He buys a superb property on the outskirts of the town, where he had been called to years before to 
try to save a newborn, without success. 

Andre belatedly learns about the existence of his son Benedict who he decides to take under his wing. Once he 
completes his studies, Benedict marries Agnes, a sublime creature from the town. He takes on the work at the doctor’s 
surgery and has his own family. The arrival of their first daughter, Bérengère, and her first love, seems to challenge 
the fragile harmony that had been created. 

Will the million-year-old cliffs, and their wild sovereignty, reclaim their rights? 
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The Heart of the Pelican
Novel, 250 pages - January 2015

The story of courage and the life, both banal and extraordinary, of a man who 
becomes great, falls and picks himself up again. 

Anthime and Helena are an inseparable brother and sister. When their family 
moves to a small town, they have to find their place in the community. One day 
at the village fair, while taking part in a game, Anthime beats all the children 
his own age when he runs with lightning speed, so becoming part of the group. 
From that moment on, it is his racing that will set him apart... 

15,000 copies sold up-to-date- on the bestsellers' list of L'Express

Shortlisted for the Françoise Sagan award and the RTL-Lire award 2015
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Beware of Well-behaved  
Children
Novel, 112 pages - 2010

United States, in the late 80’s. A young woman leaves her native town to run 
away from boredom and to find her place elsewhere, somewhere where dreams 
were possible. 

A short novel with engaging characters, in the same vein as Raymond Carver or 
Carson McCullers’ stories.

MÉFIEZ-VOUS
DES ENFANTS

SAGES

CÉCILE COULON
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« Je n’ai pas rêvé cette nuit-là. Mon
chagrin grandissait dans mon som-
meil. Je me souviens du réveil, avec
l’impression de manque, et mes
parents dans l’encadrement de la
porte. J’ai pris mon pantalon qui
traînait par terre. Dehors, il faisait
déjà chaud, mais je ne suis pas allée
à l’école. La maison d’Eddy était fer-
mée. Je me suis assise sur les
marches en me disant que Kristina
ne serait jamais au courant, que
Freak ne pourrait pas me dire ce
qu’il en pense. J’ai arrêté de croire en
Dieu, j’ai arrêté de croire qu’il y avait
d’honnêtes gens sur Terre, j’ai arrêté
de sourire pour rien, et je me suis dit
que je devais faire comme lui, au
moment où j’en aurais envie, et dire
aux gens d’aller se faire mettre, une
bonne fois pour toutes. » 

Cécile Coulon est née en 1990. Ses pas-
sions : la course à pied, la littérature, le
cinéma et la musique. Elle poursuit ses
études à Clermont-Ferrand. 
La lecture de Méfiez-vous des enfants
sages évoque irrésistiblement Le Cœur
est un chasseur solitaire de Carson
McCullers, et L’Attrape-cœurs de
Salinger.

16,00€
PRIX FRANCE
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The Sufferer's Laugh
Novel, 192 pages - 2013

A fascinating tale about the consumer society and literature. 

In a disquieting world, with overtones of 1984 and Aldous Huxley’s Brave New 
World, the authorities have found a way to ensure social order: public readings 
have become an ideological tool to manipulate the masses. 

A man, with a mere number for a name, 1075, works within the security 
department. To fulfil his task, he himself undertakes to read nothing, not on 
any account… 

LE RIRE DU
GRAND BLESSÉ

CÉCILE COULON
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Pays : Inconnu
RégIme : Totalitaire 
ennemI PublIc n° 1 : la littérature
numéRo: 1075 / PaRTIculaRITé: analphabète

Seuls circulent les livres officiels. Le
choix n’existe plus. Le « Grand », à la
tête du Service National, a mis au
point les  « Manifes ta tions À Haut
Risque »,  lectures publiques qui ont
lieu dans les stades afin de rassembler
un maximum de consommateurs.
Peuvent alors s’y déchaîner les
 passions des citoyens dociles. Des
Agents de sécurité – impérativement
analphabètes – sont engagés pour
veiller au déroulement du spectacle et
maîtriser les débordements qui trou-
blent l’ordre public. 
1075, compétiteur exceptionnel, issu de
nulle part et incapable de déchiffrer la
moindre lettre, est parfait dans ce rôle.
Il devient le meilleur numéro ; riche,
craint et respecté. Jusqu’au jour où un
molosse – monstre loué pour pallier les
défaillances des Agents – le mord. À
l’hôpital, où on le  dorlote pourtant
comme un bébé, sa vision bascule. 

Le Rire du grand blessé est l’histoire
féroce, jubilatoire, d’une société qui
porte aux nues la  Culture du
Divertissement.

Cécile Coulon poursuit des études de Lettres
Modernes à Clermont-Ferrand. Les Éd. V.H.
ont déjà publié : Méfiez-vous des enfants
sages,  Le Roi n’a pas sommeil et – en édition 
hors commerce – Le Manifeste des enfants
sauvages.

17,00€
PRIX FRANCE
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The King is not Sleepy
Novel, 120 pages - 2012

The story of the tragic destiny of a cursed child, Thomas Hogan. 

William Hogan, who is to become Thomas’s father, inherits a fortune when 
his father dies. He buys a piece of wild and captivatingly beautiful land: two 
hectares of forest where wild raspberries flourish and deer graze...

It is a tale whose poetic charm works itself irreversibly on the reader. 

Foreign rights : ITAlY (KEllER EDITORE)

LE ROI N’A
PAS SOMMEIL

CÉCILE COULON
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« Ce que personne n’a jamais su, ce mystère
dont on ne parlait pas le dimanche après le
match, cette sensation que les vieilles ten-
taient de décortiquer le soir, enfouies sous
les draps, cette horreur planquée derrière
chaque phrase, chaque geste, couverte par
les capsules de soda, tâchée par la moutarde
des hot-dogs vendus avant les concerts ; cette
peur insupportable, étouffée par les familles,
les chauffeurs de bus et les prostituées, ce
que personne n’a pu savoir, c’est ce que
Thomas avait ressenti quand le flic aux che-
veux gras lui avait passé les bracelets, en
serrant si fort son poignet que le sang avait
giclé sur la manche de sa chemise.» 

Tout est là : le mutisme, le poids des regards,
l’irrémédiable du destin d’un enfant sage,
devenu trop taciturne et ombrageux.
Thomas Hogan aura pourtant tout fait pour
exorciser ses démons – les mêmes qui tortu-
raient déjà son père.
Quand a-t-il basculé ? Lorsque Paul l’a trahi
pour rejoindre la bande de Calvin ? Lorsqu’il
a découvert le Blue Budd, le poker et l’alcool
de poire ? Lorsque Donna l’a entraîné naïve-
ment derrière la scierie maudite? 

La sobriété du style de Cécile Coulon – où
explosent soudain les métaphores – magni-
fie l’âpreté des jours, communique une sen-
sation de paix, de beauté indomptable,
d’indicible mélancolie.

Méfiez-vous des enfants sages, écrit par une
jeune fille de vingt ans, avait plus qu’im -
pressionné les lecteurs. Ils seront éblouis par Le
Roi n’a pas sommeil.

«Cécile Coulon a la manie du détail. Chaque per-
sonnage est décrit avec précision, même s’il ne
fait qu’une apparition. Elle nous bluffe par la
maturité et l’humilité de son écriture. On l’adore
déjà. » ELLE

17,00€
PRIX FRANCE
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Prix Mauvais Genres France Culture - Télérama 2012

Foreign rights : GREECE (POlIs), ITAlY (KEllER).
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Hoai Huong 

Nguyen
Soft Shadows
First novel, 150 pages - 2013

It is Hanoï in 1954 and the war in Indochina is raging. 

Mai, a young Annamese girl, falls in love with an exiled French soldier from Brittany.

A border in a Catholic convent, Mai looks after wounded French soldiers. It is there that she 
meets Yann, shortly after he turns 18 years old. To prevent him from being sent back to the 
front, the young girl uses all possible subterfuges. Her behaviour stirs the attention and 
curiosity of the soldier. The day of the festival of Têt (New Year), Mai refuses to marry the 
man that her father, a prominent judge, has chosen for her. Her stubbornness puts her beyond 
the pale of her family. Mai and Yann marry in haste on the edge of a beautiful lake, the day 
before Yann returns to the front.

Hoai Hong Nguyen reveals the horror, the Dien Bien Phu hills, heaven-on-earth turned into a mass grave where 
Yann is fighting. In Hanoï, Mai will go to hell and back to save Yann.

This is a striking first novel which revisits the greatest myths of Eastern and Western cultures. A true and deeply 
human story, void of caricature. It is written in a language of suggestion, and set with delicate haikus.

GOOD TO KNOW

Hoai Huong Nguyen was born in 1976 
in France to Vietnamese parents. Her 
name means “remember the country”, a 
reference to the uprooting of her parents. 
Vietnamese is her mother tongue and she 
learnt French at school. She has already 
published two anthologies of poetry: 
Parfums and Déserts.  She currently 
teaches communication in a University 
Institute of Technology. Soft Shadows is 
her first novel. 

«On a weft a thousand times wound, with 
the subtlety of a silk weaver, she unfolds the 
treasures of the poetic imagination to tell the 
most tragic of stories.»

Le Figaro Magazine

«Adevastating and strangely tranquil beauty.» 

Elle

«The shadow of pure literature.»

Figaro littéraire

Prix Première 2013 (RTBF) - Geneva Book Fair Award 2013 - Shortlisted for Livre de Poche readers' award

20,000 copies already sold

Foreign rights : ITAlY (GUANDA EDITORE).

Press reviews:
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Céline 

Lapertot
Women who dance 
under the bombs
Novel, 220 pages - March 2016

When words cut like blades…

Somewhere in Africa, civil war rages. The militia opposes the armed forces. 
Seraphine is a young girl who witnesses the massacre of her family before being 
raped in front of her agonizing father. Nerine, a widowed peasant, owes her 
dignity to Seraphine, who stabs a mercenary about to rape her. And Blandine is 
a division chief, who immediately recognizes in Seraphine a future recruit for the 
armed forces.

These women are in turn victim and executioner, enemy and accomplice. Their 
voices alternate and form a moving chorus. They proclaim their hatred of men's 
violence and a rediscovered strength among sisters, and give voice to their song of 
fury which will not easily be forgotten... 

Shortlisted for the Orange Prize 2016

« Women who dance under the bombs is not a novel on war and on female warriors. It is an allegory for pure 
refusal of all dominations and all abuses of power.»

Le Monde des Livres

« This novel is a furious shout, but it is a quiet, almost gentle and stubborn one, by an Antigone back from 
the dead.» 

Elle

« Each sentence is harsh, tensed and sounds as if it was a gun shout.»

Lire

Press reviews:
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Press reviews:

What my Silence Wrote
Novel, 170 pages - 2014

Charlotte killed her father... 

A short time before her court appearance, where she will have to acknowledge 
her act and recount the ten years leading up to it, she writes the judge an open 
letter describing the hell she lived in, which led her to commit the irreparable. 

She was seven years old when her father, who up until then had cosseted her, 
inflicting violence only on her mother, became her nightmare. At night he locked 
his daughter in the cellar and, by keeping a girl’s bedroom upstairs, maintained 
the illusion, to the outside world, of the peaceful existence of a child. He would 
give his daughter a glimpse of the locked room to deepen her humiliation. 

Her account is the scream that Charlotte cannot let out in front of the adults who 
question her and the peers who are disquieted by her difference. 

This staggering novel is marked by an alarming rhythm and a dramatic 
suspense, delivered through accomplished writing. 

Although it shares nothing (except the passion of the character who is writing) 
with Georges Simenon’s famous novel A Letter to my Judge, Simenon’s account is 
compellingly evoked by it.

GOOD TO KNOW

Céline Lapertot is 29 years old and a French 
teacher in Strasbourg. She has been writing 
since she was nine years old. 

Céline Lapertot's deep knowledge of classical 
literature, particularly of Racine, Corneille 
and Hugo, endows her characters with 
a power that raises her up sometimes to 
level of those from ancient tragedy such as 
Antigona or Phaedra.

«Céline Lapertot softly scorns a whole society that 
can no longer see or hear the flagrant despair of 
living beings. Reading this debut novel leaves you 
in a state of shock: the shock of discovering new 
writing that is unaffected and hugely dignified.»

Télérama

«Through its precision, its force, and its jarring 
pace, shaped by the beauty of classical tragedy, 
this  writing is  testament to  the power of 
literature.»

DNA

Press reviews:

Press reviews:
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Press reviews:

François 

Vallejo
Dangerous pleasure
Novel, 320 pages - August 2016

Élie Élian, the novel’s hero, fulfils his destiny and becomes a talented 
chef. Cooking delivers him experiences of love and success, and then the 
fall…

Élie Élian is one of those children who pushes away the plate 
his parents give him. He lingers at the back of the newly-opened 
restaurant in his neighbourhood. The gestures he notices and smells 
from the kitchen reveal his destiny: he will be a chef.

In the restaurants where he offers his services by scrubbing pots 
and pans, he continues to study and learn by what he sees. But, after 
breaking one too many dishes, Élie is shown the door. On the street, 
he mixes with shady characters who try to teach him the art of            
« dining and dashing ». 

His first attempt in a modest restaurant will lead to the meeting of a 
lifetime. Jeanne Maudor, the widow of a great chef who died on the job, 
will help him to try out his most extravagant recipes while initiating 
him into love and sensuality.    

GOOD TO KNOW

François Vallejo teaches Literature. He has been published by Viviane Hamy since 1998. His 
novel West (2006) won the famous Radio Prize : Le Prix du Livre Inter, and stayed on the 
bestsellers’lists for one year (135,000 copies sold, all editions together). 

François Vallejo is not one of these writers who embroider all their work with the same subject. 
On the contrary, it is a matter of honour for him to explore entirely different universes in every 
single one of his novels. 

Only the elegance of his writing and the subtlety of the portraits can make the link between his 
stories. 
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MÉTAMORPHOSES

FRANÇOIS VALLEJO
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« Ce que personne n’a jamais su, ce mystère
dont on ne parlait pas le dimanche après le
match, cette sensation que les vieilles ten-
taient de décortiquer le soir, enfouies sous
les draps, cette horreur planquée derrière
chaque phrase, chaque geste, couverte par
les capsules de soda, tachée par la moutarde
des hot-dogs vendus avant les concerts ; cette
peur insupportable, étouffée par les familles,
les chauffeurs de bus et les prostituées, ce
que personne n’a pu savoir, c’est ce que
Thomas avait ressenti quand le flic aux che-
veux gras lui avait passé les bracelets, en
serrant si fort son poignet que le sang avait
giclé sur la manche de sa chemise.» 

Tout est là : le mutisme, le poids des regards,
l’irrémédiable du destin d’un enfant sage,
devenu trop taciturne et ombrageux.
Thomas Hogan aura pourtant tout fait pour
exorciser ses démons – les mêmes qui tortu-
raient déjà son père.
Quand a-t-il basculé ? Lorsque Paul l’a trahi
pour rejoindre la bande de Calvin ? Lorsqu’il
a découvert le Blue Budd, le poker et l’alcool
de poire ? Lorsque Donna l’a entraîné naïve-
ment derrière la scierie maudite? 

La sobriété du style de Cécile Coulon – où
explosent soudain les métaphores – magnifie
l’âpreté des jours, communique une
 sensation de paix, de beauté indomptable,
d’indicible mélancolie.

Méfiez-vous des enfants sages, écrit par une
jeune fille de vingt ans, avait plus qu’im -
pressionné les lecteurs. Ils seront éblouis par
Le Roi n’a pas sommeil.

«Cécile Coulon a la manie du détail. Chaque per-
sonnage est décrit avec précision, même s’il ne
fait qu’une apparition. Elle nous bluffe par la
maturité et l’humilité de son écriture. On l’adore
déjà. » ELLE

17,00€
PRIX FRANCE
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When the novel begins, Alix is learning that her half-brother, Alban Joseph, 
has changed his name to Albdelkrim Youssef and has swung over into 
Islamist extremism. 

She tries to grasp the “metamorphoses” of this individual to whom she is so 
close and to curb the process. Who is Alban? When did he change so radically 
and how far will his search for intense emotions lead him?

In order to understand, Alix keeps a kind of private diary. When she 
discovers that the computer she uses to write the diary has been hacked 
by DCRI she decides to write an open letter about it and to manipulate her 
readers to save her brother.

Alban/Abdelkrim, monitored over many months, is arrested with a certain number of young people suspected of 
planning world-wide attacks. But, little by little, they are all released due to a lack of evidence.

Foreign rights : GREECE (POlIs)

Metamorphoses
Novel, 336 pages - 2012

«Incomparable craftsman of human passions.»  L'Express 

«Immense story-telling talent.»     Page des libraires 

Urbain Delatour, born under the reign of Louis XIV, follows his father’s 
teaching to become master surgeon-apothecary. He overcomes his fear of blood 
and, while assisting his father in treating the local sire, falls under the charm 
of the sire’s daughter, Isabelle de Montchevreüil: a disturbing horse woman 
who frightens the region’s countryfolk.

It is the 21st century, state of the art surgery has replaced naturopathy and 
Etienne Delatour has a brilliant future ahead of him. He excels at carrying out 
the most sophisticated operations. One day, he is offered the post of the chief 
of the cardiology department in a reputable Parisian hospital. It is said that 
Irene, the hospital director’s daughter, and one of his former conquests, has 
some involvement in this surprising appointment.

A secret sails through these two stories. It is in reading between the lines that the reader will discover it.

Alban/Abdelkrim, monitored over many months, is arrested with a certain number of young people suspected of 
planning world-wide attacks. But, little by little, they are all released due to a lack of evidence.

Blossom and Blood
Novel, 264 pages - 2014
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Press reviews:

Press review:
«Once again, François 
Vallejo’s  caust ic  and 
joyful ly  l i t  pen  does 
wonders. We find in these 
Brelan sisters the dark 
imaginativeness which so 
characterizes the author.»

Les Échos

Judith, Marthe and Sabine: the Brelan girls are three inseparable sisters. 
Shortly after the Second World War, their father dies, leaving them on their 
own in the beautiful designer house he conceived. United by a fierce feeling of 
fraternity – it seems they don’t need to talk, one finishing the sentence of the 
other –, the Brelan sisters convince the judge to emancipate them. 

Through these three characters, François Vallejo gives a brilliant portray of 
woman’s condition as it emerges in its modern aspect: Marthe is the devoted 
mother – to her sisters –, Sabine is the successful businesswoman and Judith is 
the idealistic child-woman. 

West 
Novel, 256 pages - 2006

Halfway through a restless 19th century, a scorned heir takes possession of his 
father’s land. 
The old Baron de l’Aubépine is dead  ; his twisted son replaces him. Enthusiastic 
about revolutionary ideas and haunted by unexpressible phantasms, the new 
lord finds an ideal nemesis in his land keeper, a humble man still attached to the 
idea of honor. 
While the young Baron soils the name of his family, Lambert (the land keeper) 
tries to maintain his own dignity, to protect his wife and daughter, and the other 
workers.

A complex and violent story born of the only tension between two forces, 
expressed in an writing form, dry and without rest.

185,000 copies sold, all French editions together

Short-listed for the GONCOURT and the RENAUDOT  

Prix du Livre Inter 2007 (National Radio) 

Press review: 
«With West ,  François 
Va l l ej o  h a s  p erh aps 
w r i t t e n  h i s  m o s t 
accomplished book. The 
most dreadful in any 
case. (…) A novel that 
shakes things up without 
proposing any comfort, 
isn’t this one of the vital 
forces that only literature 
brings?» 

Le Monde

Foreign rights : GERmANY (AUfBAU VERlAG) - 
ITAlY (DEl VECCHIO EDITORE)

LES SŒURS
BRELAN

FRANÇOIS VALLEJO
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« Les trois filles s’étaient regardées en
entrant, les mêmes yeux gris, et tues
une demi-heure. Après tout, si elles se
soumettent à la décision du juge et du
Conseil de famille. 
Elles ont échangé un regard triangu-
laire… ça part de Sabine, elle attrape
l’œil de Marthe sur sa droite…
Judith, à sa gauche, le devine, tourne
la tête et capte le mouvement de pau-
pières… les aînées attendent le ren-
fort de la dernière, c’est fait, elles se
lancent, alors qu’on ne leur deman-
dait rien. La triple voix monte, couvre
les autres : Disons-leur, Judith,
Marthe, oui, Sabine, puisque per-
sonne n’en parle… l’anniversaire, ils
n’ont pas dû faire attention à la
date… je croyais qu’ils le savaient,
c’est aujourd’hui, oui, aujourd’hui, la
date, dis-le, Marthe, ça change tout.
Monsieur le Juge, qu’attendez-vous
pour les faire taire ? »

Trois sœurs revendiquent leur droit
de vivre comme elles l’entendent, et
font claquer les portes. Souffle alors le
désir d’une vie choisie et non subie,
hors des normes. 

François Vallejo est l’auteur de sept
romans — tous publiés aux éd. Viviane
Hamy. il a reçu plusieurs distinctions lit-
téraires, dont le Prix Giono et celui du
Livre Inter 2007 pour Ouest.

19,00€
PRIX FRANCE

FRANÇOIS
VALLEJO

 iviane    amyV        H

ROMAN

VH-:HSMIRI=Z]XWUZ:

The Brelan sisters
Novel, 288 pages - 2010

15,000 copies sold

Foreign rights : GERmANY (AUfBAU VERlAG) - ITAlY 
(sEllERIO) - ROmANIA (HIsTORIA) - sPAIN (sAlAmANDRA) - 
sOUTH KOREA ( WOONGjING) 
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The Journey 
of the great 
men
Novel, 256 pages - 2005 

Rousseau, Diderot and Grimm went on 
their Italian voyage in the middle of the 
1750s. Nothing was known of it until 
the discovery of a manuscript in which 
their valet – a certain Lambert – tells, 
in his own manner, of this philosophical 
venture.
Between the gastric problems of the first, 
the incessant « urgent wants » of the 
second and the libidinous needs of the 
third, the three accomplices evoke any 
old how God’s existence and the notions 
of humanity and democracy.
Desecrated Great Men.... 

Groom
Novel, 256 pages - 2004

Vera and Antoine lead separate lives. Antoine 
is flighty, distant, secretive. Concerned, Vera 
decides to investigate. Following the trail 
leading from a painting,  Soutine’s ‘Groom’, 
she discovers her husband’s dark past, and 
his vampirist family.

Prize Mac Orlan (2005)

 Prize Académie du Maine (2005) 

Prize Roman du Var (2005) 

Shortlisted for the Jean Giono Prize 
(2005)

15,000 copies sold, all editions together.

 Booksellers’Prize 2004

Press review:
«François Vallejo crosses destinies 
and characters with masterly skills, 
blending daily life and absurdity.»

La Vie 

Mrs Angeloso 
Novel, 224 pages - 2001 

Mrs. Angeloso was the owner of a small 
and ordinary hotel. Ten years after she 
mysteriously disappeared, she makes the 
front page of all the daily papers : run over 
by the Dalai Lama’s train. Now it’s time 
for her friends and relatives to think about 
who she was and mourn her. 

Press review:
«François Vallejo gives us a great 
18 th  c en tur y  n ove l ,  a  s or t  o f 
philosophical farce in which he 
places in the same coach three great 
minds of  the era: Diderot, Grimm, 
Rousseau, f lanked by their valet 
Lambert.(…) A delight!» 

L’Express

Yet it doesn’t seem possible to draw a 
faithful and coherent portrait of Mrs. 
Angeloso from the different testimonies. 
Did anyone really know her or figure 
out for instance what she was running 
from  ?

One main character evoked by others.
The entire scale of human feelings 
i s  deploye d  t o  de s c r ib e  a  s i n g le 
person,bringing to light the complex 
issue of identity.
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Pirouettes in the Darkness
Novel, 256 pages - 2000

Paul, alias Gibbon, is a young 
man who looks like a monkey 
– his arms are so long ! His 
life is made of sorrow and of 
unluckiness. Being an orphan, 
he is taken in by a psychiatrist 

who teaches him life’s basics as well as he can. Without 
any qualifications, Gibbon becomes a removal man, finds 
balance, and then love. But his mental instability – or his 
weirdness – makes him sink once again into a world of 
trafficking and dishonesty.
The story resembles an infernal spiral into the abyss of 
madness.

Is it sad? No, for the author serves us an insanely funny 
desperation.

Hullabaloo  
in the Dance Room
Novel, 160 pages - 1998 

Neighbours can be a real plague. This one is not only 
awkward and freakily secretive, but he also constantly 
and loudly listens to traditional folk music. Quite 
amused at first, the couple living above takes a chance 
and  spy on him. The joke will take a bad turn. 

Press reviews:

«A first novel built on elegance and intelligence, 
ability and lightness.»

La Vie

«Despite its linear construction, this novel is 
complex, has tremendous liveliness and ends with in 
the most exhilarating way.»

La Croix

Press reviews:

«In this novel, Death is a burlesque guest that 
shows in every corner.»

L’Humanité

«A real delight, with a touch of  erudition, of 
humor, relying on the single  clever device of the 
unforeseen, the unexpected. Here is a gift far 
from ordinary.»  

Le Magazine littéraire  
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French 
Suspense
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Alexis 

Ragougneau
The Gospel 
for Paupers 
Suspense novel, 350 pages - January 2016

The body of a homeless man is discovered in the River Seine. A 
verdict of suicide has been ruled out because the victim’s hands have 
been pierced and his side sliced open with a knife. 

The victim's name was Mouss. He had made the headlines shortly 
before Christmas as he and other homeless had flooded the Notre-
Dame de Paris cathedral to shelter from the cold. 

The examining magistrate, Claire Kauffmann, is responsible for 
shedding light on the murder. In an effort to find out what happened 
to poor Mouss, she contacts Father Kern. 

In this new investigation, each protagonist is backed into a 
corner and the oldest preconceptions are shaken. No one gets out 
unscathed…not even the reader. 

This detective novel leads us into the mysteries of Notre-Dame de 
Paris: a landmark whose secrets, its dead and its stories continue to 
be revealed.  

Foreign rights : GERmANY (UllsTEIN).

«This second episode, as much convincing as the first 
one, is a wonderful dive in the depths of Paris, and 
conveys masterfully Victor Hugo’s universe. [...] One 
can only love this ironical and cruel novel which 
could have been written by Fred Vargas at her best 
moments. »

M - Le magazine du Monde

Press review:
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The Madonna of Notre-Dame 
Suspense novel, 202 pages - 2014

It is the day after 15 August in Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris. A 
beautiful young woman, clothed in white, is kneeling in one of the 
side chapels. But when an American tourist knocks against her, her 
body collapses: she has been murdered. 

Commanding officer Landard and lieutenant Gombrowicz, together 
with the young and sensitive acting prosecutor, Claire Kauffmann, 
are leading the inquiry. The autopsy reveals that the victim’s sex had 
been sealed with wax, as if to reconstruct her virginity. Father Kern 
is questioned from all sides…

The Madonna of Notre-Dame is a dazzling dive into the mystery of 
good and evil but is also a comic and quirky novel which shows the 
cathedral of Paris in a new light. 

GOOD TO KNOW

Alexis Ragougneau is a playwright and this 
is his first novel. He worked for a few months 
in Notre-Dame cathedral. He knows well its 
infinite secrets and the forgotten people who 
linger there who he calls ‘the strayed souls of 
Notre-Dame’. 

ALEXIS RAGOUGNEAU
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La touriste fit un signe de croix puis
s’approcha du banc. Dans un murmure
empreint d’un fort accent, elle demanda
à la jeune femme en blanc s’il lui était
possible de s’asseoir à ses côtés pour
prier. Celle-ci ne daigna pas répondre,
invariablement figée, le regard aimanté
par la statue de Notre-Dame-des-Sept-
Douleurs. L’Américaine, après avoir
répété sa question sans davantage obte-
nir de réponse, finit par poser son séant
sur le banc dont le bois craqua sous
l’effort. Alors, comme dans un cauchemar
venu du plus profond de la nuit, la
madone blanche hocha la tête. Son men-
ton vint se poser sur sa poitrine puis, en
douceur, presque avec grâce, son corps
entier bascula vers l’avant et s’effondra
sur le dallage à damier. 
C’est alors que la grosse Américaine se
mit à hurler. 

La police et Claire Kauffman, la procu-
reur, s’interrogent. Qui est cette morte à
la robe blanche ? Au nom de quelle abo-
mination lui a-t-on scellé le vagin à la
cire de cierge ? Sa présence lors de la
 procession du 15 août tenait-elle de la
provocation ou de la ferveur religieuse ?
Le père Kern, le prêtre de Notre-Dame,
est persuadé que l’enquête fait fausse
route. Pour élucider le mystère de la
Madone, l ’homme de foi remontera
jusqu’aux racines du mal…

Alexis Ragougneau est comédien et drama-
turge. Avec La Madone de Notre-Dame, il
signe son premier roman policier.           
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LA MADONE
DE NOTRE-DAME

POLICIER

18,00€

Foreign rights : GERmANY (UllsTEIN) -  
ITAlY (GUANDA) - sPAIN (sIRUElA) - sWEDEN 
(sEKWA) GREECE (sTEREOmA)- POlAND (sONIA 
DRAGA) - UNITED sTATEs (NEW VEssEl PREss).

«The inquiry dives into the painful past of the 
protagonists, takes us behind the masks and 
appearances, and swings between shadows and 
light. The style is racy and the humour subtle. It 
is one of those exceptional novels to which Viviane 
Hamy has the key. »

Télérama

BEsTsEllER IN GERmANY! sEVERAl WEEKs ON 
THE sPIEGEl CRImE BEsTsEllERs' lIsT 

Press review:
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Karim 

Miské
Arab Jazz 
Suspense novel, 320 pages - 2012

Paris: in the cosmopolitan 19th arrondissement, Ahmed, a 
daydreamer addicted to thrillers, is horrif ied to discover his 
neighbour’s body hanging from her balcony. The crime scene has 
been laid out for gruesome effect: alongside the corpse, with its 
savagely mutilated genitals, someone has placed a bloodstained joint 
of pork. Symbols that label her, in the eyes of the local residents, as a 
‘woman tainted by impurity’.

Rachel Kupferstein and Jean Hamelot – she, a fiery Jewish woman, 
he the son of a rationalist communist – are put in charge of the 
investigation. Are they dealing with a religious crime, carried out by 
a fanatic from the Lubavitch or Salafist communities? Should they 
listen to idle tittle-tattle from a neighbourhood barber who points the 
finger at Ahmed? What should they make of Laura’s strange family, 
Jehovah’s Witnesses whose influence extends as far as New York? Is 
this act connected with the appearance of a particularly powerful 
drug in the area?

Foreign rights : GERmANY (lüBBE) - GREECE 
(POlIs) - UNITED KINGDOm (mAClEHOsE PREss) -  
ITAlY (fAzI)  - DENmARK (ROsINANTE) - NETHERlANDs 
(DE GEUs) - ARGENTINA (ADRIANA HIDAlGO) - TURKEY 
(ENCORE KITAP) - POlAND (ClAROsCUR) - TURKEY 
(ENCORE YAYINlARI) - UNITED sTATEs (QUERCUs).

«Arab Jazz, Karim Miské’s new 
French noir novel, is a stark break 
away from most French crime fiction 
writing. Taking its title from James 
Ellroy’s White Jazz, this is a brilliant 
and promising piece of work.»

Le Monde

«Arab Jazz is proof that French crime fiction 
is jostling its way to the top of the noir tree.»  

The Independent

KARIM MISKÉ
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À Paris, le 19
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est un arrondissement
des plus cosmopolite : sushis kasher,
restaurant turc, coiffeur juif, libraire
arménien…
Seul Ahmed Taroudant demeure à
l’écart : prisonnier de son histoire,
rêveur, lecteur fou de polars… jusqu’à
ce qu’il découvre le corps affreusement
mutilé de sa voisine et amie, Laura
Vignola, attaché au-dessus de son
 balcon. Il comprend vite qu’il constitue
le coupable idéal. L’horreur de la situa-
tion l’extirpe de sa léthargie, et il va
collaborer avec les lieu tenants de la
Crim’ qui mènent l’enquête, la flam-
boyante Rachel Kupferstein et le
Breton Jean Hamelot. Les imagina-
tions s’enflamment. Mais, ensemble, ils
détiennent les éléments pour décrypter
cette mort. Un meurtre symbolique
exécuté par un fou de Dieu loubavitch
ou salafiste ? Qu’en est-il du père de
Laura, Témoin de Jéhovah, dont
l’influence s’étend jusqu’à New York ?
Quel rôle joue le Godzwill, cette si jolie
pastille qui traverse les frontières ?

Foisonnant, pétri de sons, de musiques et
de parfums, Arab Jazz est le premier
roman de Karim Miské. Né en 1964 à
Abidjan d'un père mauritanien et d'une
mère française, il réalise depuis vingt ans
des documentaires sur des sujets aussi
divers que les néo-fondamentalismes juif,
chrétien et musulman, la surdité ou la
bioéthique.

-:HSMIRI=Z]ZU\U:

KARIM

MISKÉ

ARAB
JAZZ

POLICIER

18,00€

Grand Prix de Littérature Policière 2012 
- Prix du Meilleur polar des lecteurs de 
Points 2014

Already 50,000 copies sold in France

ON THE zEIT-BEsTsEllER lIsT IN 2014

PEN AWARD IN THE UK

sHORTlIsTED fOR THE INTERNATIONAl 
CWA DAGGER 2015

Press reviews:
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GOOD TO KNOW

Karim Miské was born in Abidjan in 1964 
to a Mauritanian father and a French 
mother, and grew up in Paris before leaving 
to study journalism in Dakar. 

After returning to France, he spent twenty 
years making documentaries on a range of 
subjects including bioethics, deafness (for 
which he learnt sign language) and neo-
fundamentalism in the Jewish, Christian 
and Muslim faiths. 

Arab Jazz is his first novel.

Unbelonging 
Testimony, 150 pages -  May 2015

To refuse to belong to a religion, a social class, a “race”. 

To never choose a side. Woman, poor, black or enslaved: this is a book for 
all those who feel “outside” and who, instead of suffering, decide to make an 
identity out of it. 

«Of Franco-Mauritanian origin, Karim Miské grew up in the more aff luent 
5th arrondissement of Paris at a time when the inf luence of the French 
Communist party was strong in certain circles of the intelligentsia. While some 
might imagine Miské spending his childhood puzzling over the complexities of 
his mixed heritage, he was, in fact, accompanying his intellectual mother on missions to Albania. The totalitarianism 
there came as a shock but it was through that discovery that the author learned about the masks people wear. And, 
he believes, it is precisely the loss of ideological masks that has led people to value religious and ethnic identities over 
political ones.» [Ben Faccini, Interview]

Unafraid of tabous, funny, thought-provoking and one of a kind:  Unbelonging intertwines childhood memories and socio-
political analyses and mixes together topics of our time. A book about diversity and a must-read!

Foreign rights : ITAlY (fAzI).

Karim misKé
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N’appartenir, ou quand la colère se fait 
salvatrice et pleine d’humour.                                            
Né d’un père mauritanien, diplomate 
et musulman et d’une mère française, 
assistante sociale, professeure, athée et 
féministe, Karim Miské est une bizarrerie 
aux yeux de ses contemporains : une « tête 
d’Arabe avec des manières de Blanc ». Sans 
cesse ballotté entre toutes ses identités, 
il fera le choix de n’en accepter aucune. 
Mais son miroir et les regards ne lui feront 
jamais oublier qu’il est le bâtard, le paria.
Perdu entre plusieurs mondes – religieux, 
ethniques, culturels, politiques –, entre 
plusieurs pays – la France, la Mauritanie 
et même l’Albanie d’Enver Hoxha –, il 
découvre la littérature et décide qu’elle 
sera son refuge. Pour lui, le seul antidote 
possible se trouve dans la voix des autres, 
Arendt, Sartre, Orwell, Manchette, Patti 
Smith ou encore Johnny Rotten. 
Cocasse, enlevé, généreux, provocateur et 
nécessaire, N’appartenir est un cri de li-
berté, à la fois récit d’un parcours atypique 
et radioscopie de la complexité de l’humain. 
C’est un miroir tendu à celui qui refuse les 
mensonges sur lesquels toutes les sociétés 
se sont construites.
              
Karim Miské est né à Abidjan en 1964. 
Documentariste, il a notamment réalisé la 
série Juifs et musulmans : si loin, si proches, 
pour Arte. Arab Jazz, son premier roman, 
paru en 2012 aux éd. V. H., a connu un vaste 
succès public et critique. Il a reçu le Grand 
Prix de littérature policière. 
À l’heure actuelle, l’Europe découvre son 
talent avec enthousiasme.

12,50 €

N’apparteNir

aplat couv.indd   1 03/04/15   10:41
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Kabukicho
Suspense novel, 230 pages - October 2016

Deep in Tokyo’s red-light district, Eros and Thanatos are closely entwined :  
a heinous murder takes place and an investigation is conducted at lightning 
speed. 

The seductive Yudai is a talented gigolo of Kabukicho. In this universe 
full of appearances and false confidence, he has made a friend, Kate 
Sanders, a young British woman and hostess at the Gaïa Club owned by 
the elegant Sanae. When Kate disappears in mysterious circumstances, 
Yudai, and her flatmate and colleague, Marie, are overcome with worry. 

Alerted by a disturbing photo of Kate asleep and a message sent to his 
mobile, Kate’s father, Jason Sanders, lands in Tokyo to try to find out 
what has happened to his daughter. He moves heaven and earth and 
steps up the investigation which is unfolding at a rhythm set by the 
seemingly very calm Superintendent Yamada. 

But still waters run deep. Yamada locates the victim’s mobile near Lake 
Chiba and manages to find the body; Kate has been tied up and buried 
alive in her prettiest dress. Which mysterious lover had she met that 
day? The Kabukicho trap seems to have closed over her. 

GOOD TO KNOW

Kabukicho is a Tokyo neighbourhood where hostesses, gigolos, 
yakuzas and other visitors of the night rub shoulders with each 
other. In some of these night clubs, in true Japanese tradition, 
distinction and seduction take precedence over the pleasures of the 
flesh... 
Dominique Sylvain lived for many years in Tokyo, the city to 
which she dedicated her first novel Baka! She is very familiar with 
Japanese culture and positively worships the novelist, Haruki 
Murakami.

Dominique 

Sylvain
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The Archangel of Chaos
Suspense novel, approx. 300 pages - 2015

Franka Kehlmann tracks a serial killer who takes his victims 
through the Gehenna of their worst nightmares.

Franka Kehlmann started out with a shining career in finance. 
When she joins the world of crime there is nothing to predict that 
she will find her place in Commandant Carat’s section. As a protégé 
of Chief Superintendent Christine Santini, she will have to prove 
herself in the field. 

The martyred body of a nurse is found in a Parisian warehouse: the 
victim has been chained up and tortured to death, and her tongue 
torn out. But the killer has carefully prepared and laid out the body 
post-mortem. The torturer’s obsessive profile suggests he will not 
stop there… 

Dominique Sylvain
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L’archange
Du chaoS
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Lino Ventura – doit débusquer le meur-
trier qui sème l’horreur dans Paris et 
sa banlieue. Et ce, à un moment où 
il peine à motiver son groupe, qui a 
hérité d’une nouvelle recrue, le lieute-
nant Franka Kehlmann, protégée de la 
divisionnaire.
L’adversaire, redoutable, semble croire 
en la justice divine. Détail troublant : il 
anticipe tous les mouvements de la police. 
Jusqu’au jour où l’enquête bascule… 

La femme repose dans le chœur. Qui est 
la Bête de nous deux ? Hein ?
Idiote. Je vais t’apprendre.
L’archange est celui qui sait sans réflé-
chir. Il est le peseur d’âmes. Le milicien 
du Très-Haut. Il ne craint jamais de 
lever son glaive, même au-dessus de 
l’agneau, car l’âme de l’innocent ne se 
détecte pas sans efforts.
Rien dans ce monde n’est ce qu’il paraît. 

La collaboration de Bastien Carat et 
de Franka Kehlmann fait des étin-
celles tandis qu’ils explorent l’histoire 
universelle des châtiments infligés 
par l’homme, décryptent les destins, 
fouillent les âmes. L’Archange du chaos, 
porté par un style détonant, explose les 
codes du thriller et frappe très fort.

Dominique Sylvain, née à Thionville en 
1957, a reçu de très nombreux prix, dont 
celui des Lectrices de ELLE pour Passage 
du désir.

18,00 e

9:HSMIRI=Z]Z^^Z:

... Le sang lave tout.”

9:HSMIRI=Z]Z^^Z: Dominique Sylvain

L’ArchAnge du chAos

18 €

“Tuer, c’est comme aimer.
Tu entres dans le corps de l’autre. 

Tu lui offres une part de toi... 

Foreign rights : GERmANY (PIPER).

«A real writer and a story-teller genius.»
Christopher MacLehose in The Independent

«A strong flavor of Simenon.»  
The Herald Scotland

«The new figurehead of French detective fiction.»  
L'Express

Press reviews from around the world:
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Main characters : INGRID DIESEL & LOLA JOST
On the one hand, there is Lola. She is a grumpy retired police inspector who would never spend a day without her best 
friend: red wine. On the other hand, there is Ingrid, an American girl in love with Paris. She gives massages at day and 
does stripteases at night. This mismatched and funny duo lives in a Parisian working class district, and never refuses to 
help a friend in trouble.

The Dark Angel
Suspense novel, 300 pages - 2004
60,000 copies sold in France

«Brilliantly put together, this novel exercises an 
irresistible charm on the reader. Intelligence from 
the heart, distance and humor, punchy writing, 
where fantasy rhymes with poetry, The Dark 
Angel lives up to its promises.»
 

  Télérama

60,000 copies sold

Elle readers book prize

30,000 copies sold

15,000 copies sold (first edition only)

20,000 copies sold (first edition only)

Dirty War
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 2011

The atrocious death of Florent Vidal opens 
this 5th adventure with Ingrid Diesel and Lola 
Jost. Burned alive, with a tyre around his body, 
two steps away from a pool, Vidal used to be a 
business lawyer, specialized in franco-african 
relations and arming contracts. 
Willing and full of energy, Lola takes over this 
new investigation with her friend Ingrid, parallel 
to the police. 

20,000 copies sold (first edition)

Darkness and Light
Suspense novel, 298 pages - March 2014

In this devilishly well-crafted  crime novel, 
neither the guilty nor the innocent are quite what 
they seem. Political-legal scandals intertwine 
in a way reminiscent of those thousand-piece 
puzzles that superintendent Lola Jost is fond of. 
She will have to piece this one together time and 
again before being able to make out the whole 
picture...In Paris, Sacha Duguin is accused of the 
murder of his superior who had dabbled in insider 
influence linked to arms contracts and suspicious 
retro commissioning processes in Africa. 

The Samouraï’s 
Daughter
Suspense novel, 300 pages - 2005

«Incisive dialogue and a corrosive style that scoff 
at the tf1 [television channel] motto: ‘what we sell 
to coca-cola is available human brain time.» 

L’Est républicain

Manta Corridor 
Suspense novel, 300 pages - 2004

«In Dominique Sylvain’s novels, the dialogue 
evokes Audiard’s best films, the supporting roles 
are terrific and the intrigue is sufficiently twisted 
to hold spellbound the most listless of readers.»

         Marie France

The Missing Ogre 
Suspense novel, 300 pages  - 2005

«She knows how to catch the everyday life of a 
working-class district (…) with accuracy, and 
without affected pathos(…). Her paris is alive.»

L’Humanité

Foreign rights : UNITED KINGDOm (mAClEHOsE PREss) - 
sPAIN (sANTIllANA) - ITAlY (mONDADORI) - RUssIA (CORPUs)
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Baka !
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 2000 
and 2007 (new edition)

Louise is sent to Japan by a French bishop. His nephew 
seems to be in trouble, and the Monseigneur wants to 
keep his reputation above suspicion. In fact, his nephew, 
Florent, is involved in mysterious relationships with a 
depressive politician, a charismatic Yakuza - Boss Gonzo 
-, and an old woman who deals in stolen artworks. Louise 
is slowly beginning to understand the situation, when 
her translator, Miss Eve, is found badly murdered.

Blood Sisters
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 1997 
and 2012 (new edition)

Someone had taken a photo of Victoria with their 
polaroid. Someone had killed her. Someone had staged a 
horribly meticulous scenario. This spectacle was on the 
level of dangerous insanity. Do the Hindu God Shiva, 
the brilliant artist and the terrorist share a common 
element of destruction? Louise Morvan abandons Paris 
to confront Berlin, the city where ex-militants of the Red 
Army faction have transformed themselves and play 
with reality and the virtual, dreaming of victim art, the 
art of the future.

The Lizard King
Suspense novel, 272 pages - 1998 
and 2012 (new edition) 

Louise Morvan is f inally going to shed light on the 
mysterious death of her uncle, Julian Eden, whose 
agency she inherited. Commissioner Clémenti offers 
her a primary lead. He found the cop from whom the 
dossier was taken away and who was transferred to the 
provinces in 1979. The young woman’s solitary quest 
begins in Strasbourg. Meanwhile in Paris, Clémenti 
must flush out the “riverside killer”, a bloody assassin of 
the homeless.

Strad
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 2001 

A Stradivarius worth more than twenty four million 
Francs is stolen from Meyer, a brilliant young violinist 
murdered in the middle of the street. Louise Morvan, 
commissioned by the owners of the unique instrument, 
hides out across the street from the apartment of 
an antique dealer, Christian Donovan, an antique 
instrument specialist.

Techno Bohemian 
Suspense novel, 336 pages - 1999 

During a rave party organized on private property, two 
young girls are seen jumping off a cliff together. The 
autopsy reveals that they had been drugged to the bone: 
an explosive cocktail of ecstasy and ketamine. The police 
concludes suicide without a doubt. 
In Paris, the body of a young Asian woman is found with 
her throat cut and vitriolized ; thirty tablets of ecstasy 
are hidden in her belt buckle. Nothing helps to establish 
her identity.
While commissioner Clémenti does not want to make a 
link between the two cases, Louise Morvan explodes the 
status quo by showing that suicide is absolutely not a 
factor in this story.

In The Deep  
Night Of Geronimo 
Novel, 368 pages - 2009

“G eron imo d idn’t  k i l l  anybody,  but  who k i l led 
G eron imo?».  Phi l ippine is  perplexed with th is 
anonymous email. We used to call her father “Geronimo” 
– that was long before he committed suicide, back from 
a brilliant career in molecular biology in the USA. All 
the members of the family – or rather of the Domeniac 
dynasty – have also received this email. Philippine 
asks a pr ivate investigator recommended by the 
superintendent Clémenti for help: Louise Morvan. And 
if those two have been lovers in another life, the wound 
remains quite fresh for Louise.

An extremely dynamic investigation in the heart of the 
family secrets, a series of characters, one stranger than 
the other, involving drug dealing and GMO.

Main character : LOUISE MORVAN
A pr ivate destect ive and glamourous woman 
passionate about body art, Inoshi Iii - the biggest 
Japonese tattoo artist - and Stradivarius violins. 
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Vox
Suspense novel, 256 pages -  2000  

fOREIGN RIGHTs : PORTUGAl (PERGAmINHO) - RUssIA 
(INOsTRANKA) - fINlAND (lIKE)

Isabelle Castro, the star of a night time show on Radio France, is dead. 
Assassinated by a psychopath. Because her voice tweaked his desire. 
Because he needed to destroy her. Because she was the seventh in his 
series. For three years, Commander Alex Bruce has been tracking the 
psychopath rapist and killer of seven women, nicknaming him “Vox”. 
Obsessed by the killer, he gets help from Martine Lewine, cop and 
sharpshooter whose magical voice could overcome the crazy man. She 
will serve as bait.

Cobra
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 2002 

fOREIGN RIGHTs : RUssIA (INOsTRANKA) - fINlANDE 
(lIKE)

Alexandre Bruce investigates with Martine Lewine. Paul Dark, the 
director of a scientific research laboratory, is found dead at home, 
poisoned by strychnine, a poison which causes horrible pain. The 
murderer photographed his agony and signed his crime in the victim’s 
blood: Cobra… At the same moment on the Seine, his ex-wife Ophélie 
Rex, an extremist artist, is assassinated while floating on an inflatable 
mattress and making a mythical communion with her namesake. 
Commissioner Serge Clémenti investigates the murder.

COBRA

DOMINIQUE SYLVAIN
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« Il m’a semblé que Paul mettait un
temps infini à mourir. Il appelait
au secours par tous les  pores 
de sa peau mais nos regards se 
croisaient  et  se  quittaient  et  
se croisaient. J’ai pu ainsi mesurer
l’ampleur de son étonnement et
celle de son agonie. Ses pupilles
dilatées à l’extrême, ses globes ocu-
laires prêts à quitter leurs orbites.
L e s  l è v r e s  d e v e n u e s  
deux traits  gris  formaient le  
plus incroyable sourire. Derrière 
ce masque convulsif, la terreur 
originelle poussait avec toute sa
violence concentrée. Saisissant. »
Paul Dark, un directeur de labo -
ratoire de recherches scientifiques,
a été assassiné dans son appar -
tement. Empoisonnement à la
strychnine. Le meurtre est signé :
Cobra.
Le commandant Bruce et le capi-
ta ine  Mart ine  Lewine,  de  la
C r i m i n e l l e ,  s o n t  ch a r g é s  d e
l’enquête…

Cobra renoue avec Vox, dont Sabrina
Champenois écrivait dans Libération :
« Dominique Sylvain est adepte du
registre coup de poing, de l’aspérité,
des montées d’adrénaline et des per-
sonnages très marqués. Et comme
dans ses quatre parutions précédentes,
elle mène crânement son affaire. » 

9:HSMIRI=Z]VZ\\:

POLICIER

15,00€
PRIX FRANCE

Main characters : ALEX BRUCE & MARTINE LEWINE

« In  h e r  c r im e  n o v e l s ,  th e 
intrepid women who lead the 
investigations are epicureans who 
never reject love, if it should come 
to them.»

«Rich prose and earthy dialogue, 
diverse language registers and 
heroines who are as gourmand 
as the Spanish writer Manuel 
Vazqu ez  Monta lban’s  Pepe 
Carvalho form the essence of this 
noir novel.»

« A  s er i es  o f  br eath- takin g 
developments imbibe rhythm into 
this work whose plot lines are 
mercilessly engineered.»

Press reviews about D. Sylvain: quotes from Le Monde
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Fred  

Vargas

Sophia Siméonidis, a Greek opera singer, wakes up one morning to discover 
that a tree has appeared overnight in the garden of her Paris house. Intrigued 
and unnerved, she turns to her neighbours: Vandoosler, an ex-cop fired from 
the police for having helped a murderer to escape, and three impecunious 
historians, Mathias, Marc and Lucien - the three evangelists. They agree - both 
because they need the money and out of sheer curiosity - to dig around the tree 
and see if something has been buried there. They find nothing but soil. A few 
weeks later, Sophia disappears and nobody worries too much until her body is 
found burned to ashes in a car. Who killed the opera singer? 

Debout les morts
Suspense novel - Dcwa 2005 (original edition in 1995)

After Adamsberg, discover the Evangelists series !

An ex-cop fired from the police investigates with a team of 
three historians, Marc, Mathias and Lucien.

How do you solve a murder without a body? Keeping watch under the windows 
of the Paris f lat belonging to a politician's nephew, ex-special investigator 
Louis Kehlweiler catches sight of something odd on the pavement. A tiny piece 
of bone. Human bone, in fact. When Kehlweiler takes his find to the nearest 
police station, he faces ridicule. Obsessed by the fragment, he follows the trail 
to the tiny Breton fishing village of Port-Nicolas - in search of a dog. But when 
he recruits 'evangelists' Marc and Mathias to help, they find themselves facing 
even bigger game.

Un peu plus loin sur la droite
Suspense novel, Shortlisted for Dcwa 2014 (original edition in 1996)

Why are Louis Kehlweiler (alias the German) Marc, Lucien and Mathias - 
hidden away in their run-down shack on the rue Chasle in Paris - interested in 
a simple-minded fool who seems blatantly unlikable, and who everyone is sure is 
guilty, including them? Why are they so keen on saving this Clément Vauquer, 
a maniac wanted by all the police forces in Nevers and Paris for the hideous 
murders of at least two young women?

Sans feu, ni lieu
Suspense novel, to be published in the UK in 2016 (1997)

“The French Queen of the detective novel.”  Lire
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GOOD TO KNOW

S h e  c o m p a r e s  t h e 
de t e c t i ve  no ve l  t o  a 
Greek tragedy which, 
orchestrating good and 
e v i l ,  h e lp s  t o  p u r g e 
passions, our passions, 
through the delusion and 
anguish of the characters. 
From the ancestral fear 
of the werewolf to that of 
the plague, the catharsis 
is  as ef fect ive for the 
characters as it is for the 
readers.

«Vargas’s novels are comic 
without being funny, in 
the sense that she moves 
characters around in a 
narrowly defined artificial 
world with more purely 
author ia l  intent than 
realism, as well as the 
sense of  her narrowly 
d e f i n e d  a n d  r i g i d l y 
mainta ined character 
p o r t r a y a l s . »  (G l e n n 
Harper).

L’HOMME AUX CERCLES BLEUS (1996)
Duncan Lawrie International Dagger (CWA 2009) 
Prix Du Festival de Saint-Nazaire 1992

L’HOMME À L’ENVERS (1999) 

LES QUATRE FLEUVES (2000)
[Graphic novel] Alphart Du Meilleur 
Scénario – Angoulême 2001

PARS VITE ET REVIENS TARD (2002) 
Prix Des Libraires 2002 – Prix Des Lectrices 
Elle 2002 Deutscher Krimipreis 2004

COULE LA SEINE (2003)
[Three short stories]

SOUS LES VENTS DE NEPTUNE (2004)
Duncan Lawrie International Dagger (CWA 2007)

DANS LES BOIS ÉTERNELS (2006)

UN LIEU INCERTAIN (2008)

L'ARMÉE FURIEUSE (2012)
Duncan Lawrie International Dagger (CWA 2012)

Main character : ADAMSBERG

CEUX QUI VONT MOURIR 
TE SALUENT (1994)

DEBOUT LES MORTS (1995)
Duncan Lawrie International Dagger (Cwa 
2005) – Prix Du Polar De La Ville Du Mans 
1995 - Prix Mystère 1996 De La Critique

UN PEU PLUS LOIN SUR LA DROITE (1996)

SANS FEU NI LIEU (1997)
Grand Prix Du Roman Noir  Cognac 2000 
Prix Mystère De La Critique 2000

PETIT TRAITÉ DE TOUTES VÉRITÉS 
SUR L’EXISTENCE (2001)

CRITIQUE DE L’ANXIÉTÉ PURE (2003)

Main characters :  THE EVANGELISTS

NON FICTION
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ARmENIA (APOllON)
BRAzIl (COmPANHIA DAs lETRAs)
BUlGARIA (COlIBRI)
CANADA (KNOPf CANADA)
CATAlUNA (ARA llIBREs)
CHINA (CITIC P.H.)
CROATIA (BOzICEVIC)
CzECH (REPUBlIC GARAmOND)
DENmARK (ROsINANTE)
EsTONIA (VARRAK)
fINlAND (GUmmERUs)
GERmANY (AUfBAU)
GEORGIA (AGORA)
GREECE (lIVANIs)

HUNGARY (EUROPA KIYADO)
ICElAND (BjARTUR)
IsRAEl (KETER)
ITAlY (EINAUDI)
jAPAN (TOKYO sOGENsHA)
lEBANON (CADmUs)
lITHUANIA (BAlTOs IANKOs)
NETHERlANDs (DE GEUs)
NORWAY (AsCHEHOUG)
POlAND (PROszYNsKI)
PORTUGAl (PORTO EDITORA)
ROmANIA (EDITURA TREI)
RUssIA (INOsTRANKA)
sERBIA (HEDONE)

slOVAKIA (slOVART)
slOVENIA (mlADINsKA)
sOUTH KOREA (WOONGjIN)
sPAIN (sIRUElA)
sWEDEN (sEKWA)
TAIWAN (THE COmmERCIAl PREss)
THAIlAND (NANmEEBOOKs)
TURKEY (PEGAsUs)
UKRAINE (PORT-ROYAl)
UK (HARVIll sECKER)
UsA (PENGUIN Us)
VIETNAm (NHA NAm)

« Po e t i c ,  o f f b ea t  an d  gen t ly 
addict ive .  Her  prose  has  an 
unusual deftness, a wry humour. A 
unique voice.» 

The Guardian

« Faithful to her style, Fred Vargas 
has definitively conquered her 
status as French queen of the 
detective novel.» 

Le Figaro magazine

«(This last novel) concentrates the 
literary qualities of a writer who 
has arrived at maturation, still 
so brilliant in her dialogue and 
sketches of characters, but even 
more impressive in the handling of 
intrigue.»

L’Express

« A Vargas novel is as good as a 
trip to Paris. The style has the 
same hyper-real quality as all 
her writing - the real world, but 
filtered through a strange prism - 
but it’s the plotting that really hits 
the spot:  ingenious and eccentric.» 

Daily Express

«One of the most unusual voices in 
European crime fiction» 

The Sunday Times

«One of France’s most original 
crime writers.» 

Sunday Telegraph

«Fred Vargas has everything: 
complex and surprising plots, 
good pace, various and eccentric 
characters ; a sense of place and 
history ; individualised dialogue, 
wit and style.» 

Times Literary Supplement

Foreign rights  : 40 countries

Her work has been awarded by The Finnish Whodunnit Society

Press reviews: 

A new graphic novel based on Cinq Francs 
pièces, one of the short-stories of Coule la 
Seine and titled Le Marchand d’éponges : a 
homeless is the witness of a crime... 
Edmond Baudouin is a drawer. He already 
worked with Fred Vargas on Les Quatre 
Fleuves.
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armenia (aPoLLon)
BraziL (comPanhia das Letras)
BULgaria (coLiBri)
canada (KnoPf canada)
cataLUna (ara LLiBres)
china (citic P.h.)
croatia (Bozicevic)
czech (rePUBLic garamond)
denmarK (rosinante)
estonia (varraK)
finLand (gUmmerUs)
germany (aUfBaU)
georgia (agora)
greece (diamantis)

hUngary (eUroPa Kiyado)
iceLand (BjartUr)
israeL (Keter)
itaLy (einaUdi)
jaPan (toKyo sogensha)
LeBanon (cadmUs)
LithUania (BaLtos ianKos)
netherLands (de geUs)
norway (aschehoUg)
PoLand (ProszynsKi)
PortUgaL (Porto editora)
romania (editUra trei)
rUssia (inostranKa)
serBia (hedone)

sLovaKia (sLovart)
sLovenia (mLadinsKa)
soUth Korea (woongjin)
sPain (sirUeLa)
sweden (seKwa)
taiwan (the commerciaL Press)
thaiLand (nanmeeBooKs)
tUrKey (PegasUs)
UKraine (Port-royaL)
UK (harviLL secKer)
Usa (PengUin Us)
vietnam (nha nam)

«  Poet i c ,  o f f beat  and  gent ly 
addict ive .  Her  prose  has  an 
unusual deftness, a wry humour. A 
unique voice. » 

The Guardian

« Faithful to her style, Fred Vargas 
has definitively conquered her 
status as French queen of the 
detective novel.» 

Le Figaro magazine

« (This last novel) concentrates the 
literary qualities of a writer who 
has arrived at maturation, still 
so brilliant in her dialogue and 
sketches of characters, but even 
more impressive in the handling of 
intrigue. »

L’Express

« A Vargas novel is as good as a 
trip to Paris. The style has the 
same hyper-real quality as all 
her writing - the real world, but 
filtered through a strange prism - 
but it’s the plotting that really hits 
the spot:  ingenious and eccentric. » 

Daily Express

« One of the most unusual voices in 
European crime fiction » 

The Sunday Times

« One of France’s most original 
crime writers. » 

Sunday Telegraph

« Fred Vargas has everything: 
complex and surprising plots, 
good pace, various and eccentric 
characters ; a sense of place and 
history ; individualised dialogue, 
wit and style. » 

Times Literary Supplement

Foreign rights  : 40 countries

Her work has been awarded by The Finnish Whodunnit Society

Press reviews : 

A new graphic novel based on «Cinq Francs 
pièces», one of the short-stories of «Coule la 
Seine», and titled «Le Marchand d’éponges» : 
a homeless is the witness of a crime... 
Edmond Baudouin is a drawer. He already 
worked with Fred Vargas on « Les Quatre 
Fleuves ».
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le MarChanD D’eponges
62 pages - 2010

GRAPHIC NOVELS
les Quatre Fleuves
224 pages - 2000
Prix Alph-Art 2000 

LE MARCHAND D’ ÉPONGES
62 pages - 2010

GRAPHIC NOVELS
LES QUATRE FLEUVES
224 pages - 2000
Prix Alph-Art 2000 
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Antonin  

Varenne
Loser's Corner 
Noir novel, 256 pages - 2011

ANTONIN VARENNE
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« Le vieux approchait. Le Mur accéléra pour le
croiser à la hauteur du parking souterrain.
Tape pas trop fort George, va pas le tuer, l’an-
cêtre, reste calme.
Bendjema s’arrêta et se redressa.
Qu’est-ce qu’il fout, bordel ? s’inquiéta le
boxeur en ralentissant. 
C’était un sac d’os. Autour des yeux, au-dessus
des pommettes hautes, des rhizomes de rides
profondes. 
Les lèvres de l’Arabe tremblèrent :
— Qui vous envoie, monsieur ? 
Crozat était pétrifié. Une fatigue centenaire
embrumait le regard du vieux. 
— Vous ne savez pas ? Si vous voulez, je peux
vous expliquer. Depuis le tabassage d’ Alain
Dulac, je savais que je serais le suivant. 
— Vous avez une arme dans votre poche ?
— J’ai bien plus que cela, monsieur, j’ai une
guerre. »

Un voyage âpre dans le temps : 1957-2009.
Dans les mois qui précédèrent sa mort, le
père s’était décidé à dire son « refus » de partir
pour l’Algérie, et la sanction qui s’ensuivit :
l’affectation dans un DOP, un de ces lieux des-
tinés à la « recherche du renseignement par la
torture ». 
Le talent d’Antonin Varenne a fait le reste.
Un exercice sur le fil de l’émotion et du besoin
d’exorciser. 

Le Mur, le Kabyle et le marin… Un combat
contre l’oubli. 2009. Sur un ring, un boxeur
observe sans complaisance l’adversaire qu’ il
va affronter, un gamin de vingt ans…

Faisant fi du manichéisme, le roman boule-
verse par la justesse du plus humble de ses
personnages, comme par son intuition des
rêves d’une génération saccagée.

Fakirs, d’Antonin Varenne, paru en 2009, a obtenu le
Prix Michel Lebrun, le Prix Sang d’encre et le Prix des
lecteurs de la collection Points 2010.
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Chemins                Nocturnes

18€
PRIX FRANCE

ROMAN NOIR

LE MUR,
LE KABYLE

ET LE MARIN
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«One of the ten best detective novels […]. A dark text of incredible force […]. A resounding success and 
confirmation of a leading author.»

Lire

«Remember his name because Antonin Varenne is among the reigning French crime fiction writers of the new 
generation […]. His hard-hitting and bitter prose competes with a backstory that never excludes reflection or 
humanity. This is great and very noir art.»

L’Express

Foreign rights : ITAlY (EINAUDI) - UNITED 
KINGDOm/UsA (mAClEHOsE PREss).

Prix des lecteurs Quai du Polar/20 minutes 2012

It’s the story of a nice cop whom people call «Le Mur» [The Wall]. He only thinks 
about boxing, going up on the ring again and again, even in the shabbiest places, 
facing less and less commendable opponents. During an evening of victory - but at 
what a price! - someone suggests that he takes care of a «client’s» businesses.  

The tired cop accepts to kick people’s butts for 500 €, no questions asked. With dirty hands but an almost clear mind, 
he begins to understand that he has been beating up intellectuals, journalists, who never defend themselves. When he 
realizes who the “client” is, the case takes a different turn...

One night, he decides to ask his victim some questions before beating him up; he understands some of it and ends up 
embarking to Marseille, looking for a veteran from the Algerian War. The novel turns into a road-movie, concurrently 
with the story of a barracks during the dirty war: a microcosm of tension and horrors.

A boxing ring you are unlikely to escape without being KO’d.

Press reviews:
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GOOD TO KNOW

United States, Mexico… Antonin Varenne travelled a 
lot before he settled down aside from the world. Having 
obtained a master’s degree in Philosophy in Paris, he 
wanted to write… At 33 years old, he publishes his first 
novel: The fruit of your loins with the publisher Toute 
Latitude. Noticed by detective novel experts around the 
world and then selected for the Prix Polar Cognac 2007, 
he continues to give us these stories that “people will like 
to read instead of stories we would like to tell ourselves”. In 
2008 he published his second thriller: The Mexican cake. 

It's as if he's being mocked from beyond the grave. When 
John Nichols arrives to identify the body of an old friend, he 
is immediately caught up in the detritus of Alan Musgrave's 
life, the side of Paris the tourists don't see, where everyone 
has a past but very few count on a future. 

But what can he expect from a man who bled to death in his 
own excruciating S&M stage show? 

Now there's a maverick police lieutenant on the prowl who 
thinks that Musgrave's suicide was murder. Guérin might 
not look like much, but he's one of the few honest officers on 
the force. As the horrific extent of police abuse is revealed, 
the race is on to find the link between a slew of recent 
suicides - and the key to it is buried deep in Nichols's past. 

Fakirs does for Paris what James Ellroy did for vintage 
America, shining a light as never before on the seedy 
underbelly of La Ville-Luminère. 

30,000 copies sold, all French editions together

Fakirs
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 2008

Foreign rights : 
fINlAND (WSOY) - GERmANY (UllsTEIN) - 
ITAlY (EINAUDI) - TURKEY (DOGAN) - UNITED-
KINGDOm (mAClEHOsE PREss) - CROATIA 
(fRAKTURA).

«Imaginative and disturbing.»

The Times

«The superb Bed of Nails  by Antonin 
Varenne has a strikingly original plot 
and characters, and its pessimism is 
balanced by Varenne’s inexhaustible human 
sympathy.»

Sunday Times

«An excursion into Fred Vargas territory 
with  a  fair  dollop  of  self- conscious 
eccentricity.»

The Guardian

Press reviews:
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Estelle  

Monbrun

Murder at Isla Negra 
Suspense novel, 224 pages - 2006 

After Proust, Yourcenar and Colette, Estelle Monbrun once again gets inspiration from a writer’s 
universe to write a detective novel over an historical backdrop : Spanish political refugees who 
arrived in France after the fall of Barcelona in 1939 and were dumped in camps, while Neruda 
chartered a boat, the Winnipeg, helping them to get back to Chili.

On this island, la villa Pablo Neruda, « built as a P on a promontory overlooking the house of 
Chili’s most famous poet », welcomes artists of all kinds. One morning, Maria Loncomilla, the 
unhappy chambermaid, is forced to confront the formidable Villa director to inform her of the 
disappearance of Celia Martin, one of the guests… 

GOOD TO KNOW

Estelle Monbrun is a French professor teaching Literature at 
Washington University (Missouri). She is an acknowledged 
Proust and Yourcenar specialist.

She writes Crime novels which give an insight in Literature. 
A l l  her novels are careful ly documented and read 
wonderfully well.

«Like tasting fine jam, one takes a delectable pleasure 
in following this story in which all the complex and 
fragile characters, speaking in their own voice, each 
seem to want to catch the attention of the reader. 
 

The narrator, diabolically skillful, quite talented 
in exploring souls and decrypting the twists and 
turns of history, builds a real suspenseful thriller 
tinged with a keen irony for the environment 
she describes and a true tenderness for others.  
We warmly recommend this novel as well as all her 
previous works.» 

Playboy

When Crime meets with Literature... L’Express

Press review:
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Murder at Petite-Plaisance
Suspense novel,  240 pages - 1998

Visitors flock to Petite-Plaisance, a villa belonging to Marguerite Yourcenar, on an island off 
the coast of maine. One morning, the body of a French journalist is found, and the island’s 
quiet community is thrown into turmoil. Commissaire Foucheroux, a regular character in the 
books of Estelle Monbrun, and federal agent bradford take on the investigation as a team, and 
uncover the incredible truth of the Yourcenar affair.

Murder at Colette’s 
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 2001

Working for the glory of literature can be extremely risky... Especially if you are a specialist 
in Colette’s novels. Developing a plot with the literary set of themes of a great writer, Estelle 
Monbrun - helped by Anaïs Coste who was in charge of the complete works edition of Colette - 
parodies Colette’s style with a great sense of humour, and makes fun of university teachers.
Funny and cruel, half-way between Agatha Christie and David Lodge.

Murder chez 
Proust 
Suspense novel, 256 pages - 1994 

Adelin, the self-appointed directress of the Marcel 
Proust association, is found murdered on the 
eve of the society’s annual convention. Inspector 
Foucheroux is called from Paris to investigate. He 
soon discovers that the victim was as ruthlessly 

ambitious as the pretentious intellectuals on his list of suspects, and that 
almost everyone who knew her had a motive to kill. When published, this book 
caused a scandal for its merciless treatment of the world’s most sensitive egos : 
the academic elite.

Foreign rights 

DENmARK (sAmlEREN) - CHINA (BERTElsmANN AsIA) -GERmANY (DAs NEUE BERlIN) - 
GREECE (PANTElEsKOs) - ITAlY (ROBIN EDIzIONI) - PORTUGAl (PERGAmINHO) - RUssIA (AsT 
PUBlIsHERs) - sOUTH KOREA (GImm-YOUNG) - sWEDEN (NORDsTEDTs) - U.s.A. (ARCADE 
PUBlIsHING / sKYHORsE).

40,000 copies sold

«A crime, manuscripts lost, then 
found, Proust becomes breathless, 
a tasty detective novel like a 
madeleine soaked in hot liquid in 
the autumn. It’s so thrilling that 
we won’t tell you anymore about 
it.» 

Le Journal du Dimanche

Press review:
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Gaïto 

Gazdanov
GOOD TO KNOW

Gaïto Gazdanov was born in 1903 in Saint Petersburg. In 
1917 he interrupted his studies and enrolled in the White 
Army. His exile took him to Turkey and then to Paris where 
he arrived in 1923. By night he worked driving taxis and by 
day he became a fiction-writer. In 1953, he moved to Munich 
where he worked for Radio Liberty. He died in 1971 without 
ever seeing his country again. His works, less publicized but 
contemporary with Nabokov’s, have been completely forgotten 
and are now being rediscovered. 

A RUSSIAN-LANGUAGE WRITER IN EXILE

« I speak only a little Russian, and badly, as I was sixteen 
years old when I left the country. But it’s my home and I 
cannot and will never be able to write in any other language 
than Russian.»

The writer Gaïto Gazdanov was born in France but would 
never be a French writer. In contrast to his literary rival Vladimir Nabokov who, with already a 
great body of Russian works behind him, switched languages and set about writing in English, 
Gazdanov himself never took that step. Gazdanov drew inspiration from two sources. Russian: his 
childhood, his early youth, the Civil War. And the other: French or, more precisely, Paris. These two 
currents, whose waters interflow but are always discernible, make up the distinctive character of his 
work.

A DEEPLY ETHICAL STANCE

Gaïto Gazdanov was contemporary with the great existentialists for good reason. He must have 
recognized himself in them. The sequence of events and their consequences are unforeseeable; no 
one is master of their destiny and only fate decides. But in his novels, more explicitly from The 
Ghost of Alexander Wolf onwards, we witness a total reversal of existentialist discourse. It is not 
that Gazdanov rejects its relevance but rather that he decides, given the consequences it engenders, 
to fight against it. Of course, chance is always there ready to destroy the best laid plans; but we 
nevertheless remain entirely responsible for our actions. 
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Night Roads
Novel, 272 pages - 2008

FD6168
VH
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CHEMINS NOCTURNES

Gazdanov, ainsi que des milliers
de Russes en 1920, s ’exile et
devient l’observateur fasciné de
ses compatriotes et des bas-fonds
parisiens.
Au volant de son taxi, toutes les
nuits, il parcourt le labyrinthe
des rues de la capitale et de sa
banlieue, en même temps que
celui  de sa mémoire.  Cette
conduite nocturne accuse les
ombres et les lumières des âmes.
Le regard,  qui  se voudrait
cynique, exprime une nostalgie
et une espérance ample comme
un printemps russe.

« Le narrateur plante ses paumés
sur le trottoir, au bord du zinc, ou
les montre échevelés jusqu’à
l’hallucination par les orages de
l’Histoire, et nous donne le désir
de connaître leur destin. »

Claude-Michel Cluny, Le Figaro
« Si Proust avait été “taxi russe”
dans le Paris des années 30… » 

Marie-Thérèse Vernet-Staggiotti,
L’Express

9,00€
PRIX FRANCE

9:HSMIRI=Z]W[[[:

�       

Fo r e i g n r i g h t s   :  GE R m A N Y (H A N s E R)  - 
NETHERlANDs (lEBOWsKI PUBlIsHERs) - RUssIA (AzBOOKA) 
- BUlGARIA (AQUARIUs) - ITAlY (fAzI).

To escape the Communist revolution, Gazdanov, as well as thousands of 
‘white’ Russians in 1920, fled to Paris. At the wheel of his taxi, every night 
he follows the labyrinth of streets in the capital and its suburbs, as well as 
in his memory. This nocturnal drive reveals the shadows and lights of souls; 
and Gazdanov becomes the fascinated observer of his compatriots, exiled 
Russians and the dregs of Paris.

From russia

GOOD TO KNOW

Night Roads gave its name to our French suspense series.

«If Proust had been a Russian taxi driver in Paris in the 1930s...»  
L'Express 

«It will stay with you for the rest of your life »  
The Guardian

Quotes from the press about Gaïto Gazdanov:
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Dimitris  

Stefanàkis

GOOD TO KNOW

Dimitris Stefanàkis was born in 
1961 in Kéa, Greece. He studied 
Law at the Athens University. He 
translated several great authors : 
S au l  B e l low,  Joh n  Up d i ke , 
Margaret Atwood, E.M. Forster, 
Joseph Brontski and Prosper 
Mérimée.

From Greece

Days of Alexandria
Novel, 640 pages - 2011

Yvette, the young French woman who has just ar r ived in Alexandria through myster ious 
circumstances, has an affair with Antonin Haramis, the absolute master of the tobacco industry. 
However, Élias Houri is a “Lebanese” man with shady activities whose presence beside the young 
woman allows us to foresee the subterranean developments: the young man is essential to anyone who 
wishes to do business with the standing forces.

The First World War breaks out. The two partners’ secret journey to Constantinople, to participate in a 
ball thrown by the embassy of Germany (the “Palais aux oiseaux” [Birds’ palace]), makes the tension 
grow. That’s when the “Lebanese” decides to make one of his oldest dreams come true: to open in 
Alexandria the biggest, the most chic brothel in all the Orient, the perfect place to get the most varied 
information...

War, espionage, love, jealousy, all sorts of trafficking, sensuality...: Alexandria is the cosmopolitan scene of an abundant time. The Orient 
in all its splendor meets the Occident in war. We witness the greatness and the decadence of a city and of its inhabitants.

«A striking invitation to go on a journey.»

La Vie

«This novel makes you feel like you are creeping through one 
of Cavafy’s fantastical poems, discovering the divinely exotic 
fragrances that Lawrence Durrell distils in his famous Quatuor. 
Cosmopolitan and multicultural: the city of Alexandria was in 
its time a model for tolerance, and Dimitris Stefanakis devotes 
a sublime book to it. It is an urban saga layered with a family 
chronicle and a tableau of all the Diasporas that come together on 
their way to this anchored Cytherea of the Mediterranean.»

Lire

Foreign rights : EGYPT (THE NATIONAl CENTER fOR TRANslATION) - sPAIN (lUmEN)

Prix Méditerranée 2011 — Foreign fiction

Press reviews:
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Mira  

Popovic
Paris - Belgrade

Shorts, 150 pages -  2012

A great voice of Serbian literature to be discovered. 

Mira Popovic tells us stories of her childhood, love stories, and 
pure fantasies which take a different view of the everyday. This 
collection vigorously unites burlesque, tenderness and humour.

We meet a man fascinated by a pair of subtle grey-black shoes, as well as a 
pitcher patterned with kitsch flowers and despised by a whole family, which 

is nevertheless stolen by a thief. There is even an apparently useless key 
which the author decides to put into her text so as not to throw it away.

Mira Popovic latches onto the beings and objects spawned by our existences. She 
pulls surprisingly bright and enigmatic stories out of their apparent banality.

GOOD TO KNOW

Mira Popovic was born in Belgrade. She has worked for 
many years as a Paris correspondent for the Yugoslav 
and Serb press. Alongside her journalistic work, 
Mira Popovic’s work as a short story writer spans 
many years, and is recognized and admired by fellow 
writers. She is published by the best Serbian literary 
magazines. 

´

«A beautifully strange voice has been 
born to us; be one of the first to hear it 
and defend it.»

Livres Hebdo

«To read the Serbian Mira Popovic is 
like travelling between Belgrade and 
Paris; but also to a land of fairy tales or 
to the heart of magical realism. There’s 
a jug that disappears and a woman 
transfixed by the back of a taxi driver’s 
neck: fantasy casts its light over life.»

Marie-France

From serbia

Press reviews:
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ONE CENTURY 

BIRTHDAY IN 2017! 

Magda  

Szabó
Abigail
Novel, 450 pages - 1970.
To be published in France in Fall 2016. 
Hungarian original text, Italian and French translations available.

When Gina is sent to a strict boarding school, she finds it hard to make friends but is helped by the mysterious Abigail. 
A cult coming-of-age novel by the multi-award wining author, Magda Szabó.

Gina is a general’s daughter. She is a young cosseted girl, living in Budapest and completely free to go out and have 
fun. When her father sends her to Debrecen in the East of Hungary to a particularly strict girls’ boarding school, she is 
desperate. 
When she arrives, all her belongings are taken away and she is forbidden from openly communicating with her family and 
friends. Little by little, she is initiated into the strange traditions upheld by the boarders, such as confiding their troubles 
in a statue of a woman at the bottom of the garden that they all call “Abigail”, or making up for the absence of boys by 
marrying certain objects. 
But Gina rebels and reveals one of these well-kept secrets to the adults. She thus becomes the bête noire among the 
boarders, who pitilessly exclude her. Gina has no choice but to be part of the group so she decides to ask the help of the 
mysterious “Abigail”. 
But who is this mystifying friend - woman or man - who wishes them well? 

GOOD TO KNOW

Abigail is the most widely read novel among secondary 
school pupils in Hungary, but also appealing  to grown-
ups with its highly original historical background. 
It is a real page-turner which was adapted as a mythical 
television series. A rock-opera is still performed in 
Budapest theatres.

Magda Szabó as a teenager.                    
(c) Magda Szabó's assign, Geza Tasi.

Who is Magda Szabό?

1917 - Born in Debrecen on October 5th, Magda (Magdolna) Szabό 
was educated at the Dόczi high school for girls, the city’s cele-
brated Protestant “factory for young ladies”, graduating in 1935. 
She was awarded a teaching diploma and taught there until 1945.
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Magda Szabó and Tibor Szabotka              
(c) Magda Szabó's assign, Geza Tasi.

1945 – NEW MOON & BUDAPEST’S 
CENTRAL COFFEE-HOUSE

At the end of World War II, she managed to secure a job in 
Budapest and came into contact with various artists and wri-
ters, especially the circle of poets associated with Budapest’s 
Central Coffee-house. Magda Szabό was quickly accepted by 
them and her work appeared in their literary magazine New 
Moon. She married the writer and translator of James Joyce 
and Lewis  Carroll, Tibor Szobotka, in 1947, a year which 
also marked the publication of her first volume of poetry. 

1949 - THE BAUMGARTENER PRIZE 
AWARDED AND THEN WITHDRAWN…

In 1949, she was awarded the prestigious         
Baumgartner Prize, but this was withdrawn in the 
face of the objections of the Hungarian Commu-
nist Party’s ideologue and Minister of Education. 
Soon after she was dismissed from her post, and 
was not published again until 1958. During this 
period, Szabό worked for “the desk drawer”.

1958 - RECOGNITION AT LAST…

After the ten-year ban on publishing her work, notably 
with her novels Fresco, and then The Fawn, Magda 
Szabό veritably burst onto the literary scene and 
not only did she quickly attract a large readership at 
home but she was also noticed by foreign publishers. 
This phase of her writing career culminated with the 
novels Katalin Street in 1969 and Abigail in 1970. 

1987 - THE DOOR, INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS

The year 1987 saw publication of the novel The Door. 
The French edition by Viviane Hamy Pub. in 2003 
was awarded the Femina awards and fostered foreign 
interests in her work allowing translation in nume-
rous European countries. In Italy, she was awarded the 
Mondello Prize. Lately, in 2016, the English translation 
was warmly welcomed and The Door was nominated 
as the best book of the year by the New York Times. 

2017 – Celebrating her 100th birthday! 
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200,000 copies sold

Prix Fémina Étranger 2003 - New York Times 10 Best Books of 2015

«I have been haunted by this novel.     
It has altered the way I understand my 
own life. A work of stringent honesty 
and delicate subtlety, it exposes 
the rich inadequacies of human 
communication even as it evokes the 
agonies of Hungary’s recent history.»

The New York Times 

Iza’s ballad
Novel, 250 pages - 1963 

After The Door discover another gem by Magda Szabó : Iza’s Ballad 
(English and French translation available).

When Ettie's husband dies, her daughter Iza insists that her mother 
give up the family house in the countryside and move to Budapest. 
Displaced from her community and her home, Ettie tries to find her 
place in this new life, but can't seem to get it right. She irritates 
the maid, hangs food outside the window because she mistrusts the 
fridge and, in her naivety and loneliness, invites a prostitute in for 
tea.
Iza's Ballad is the story of a woman who loses her life's companion 
and a mother trying to get close to a daughter whom she has never 
truly known. It is about the meeting of the old-fashioned and the 
modern worlds and the beliefs we construct over a lifetime.

«Timeless.» 

The Times

«Beautiful ballad of living in, and fleeing, the 
past.»  

The Irish Times

«A ruthless exploration of the damage we inflict 
on one another in the name of love.»     
   

The Independent

Foreign rights to the work oF Magda szabó :
ITAlY (EINAUDI/ANfORA) - sPAIN (RANDOm HOUsE mONDADORI/mINUsCUlA) - PORTUGAl 
(THEORIA) - NORWAY (AsCHEHOUG) - IsRAEl (KETER) - GREECE (PsICHOGIOs) - TURKEY 
(YAPI KREDI) - GERmANY (sUHRKAmP/sECEssION) - HUNGARY (jAffA)  - UK (HARVIll 
PREss) - UsA (THE NEW YORK REVIEW Of BOOKs) - NETHERlANDs (PROmOTHEUs) - 
BRAzIl (INTRINsECA), DENmARK (ARTPEOPlE), sWEDEN (NIlsON), CHINA (sHANGHAI99) 
CROATIA (DIsPUT/VBz), BUlGARIA (COlIBRI).

The Door
Novel, 286 pages - 1987

A duel between two very different women : an explosion of the mistress-
servant relationship. Emerence is a servant, generous as only a queen wit-
hout a kingdom can be. Naturally unselfish, she is deeply preoccupied by 
every living thing around her, but she has a strong nature and keeps her 
flat as a sanctuary where no one ever enters. The mistress is an intellec-
tual, awkward with everyday things and basic feelings. They share their 
universe amidst tension and misunderstanding, and their relationship 
smoothly turns upside down, until it reaches crisis point.

Press reviews:

Press reviews:

To be published in the US in October 017.
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The Fawn
Novel, 220 pages - 1959

The Fawn is Magda Szabo’s second novel, written in 1959 (nearly 30 years before The 
Door).

Eszter is a famous actress. Her poor and frustrating childhood suddenly resurfaces the 
day she discovers that Angelina, the perfect little girl from her village, has married the 
man she loved. In the form of confiding in the man, she recounts the moments when 
she had to earn a few pennies everyday. She also tells of the jealousy that haunts her: 
Angelina had everything, including a fawn given to entretain her... Eszter will destroy 
this perfect little world just like the war destroyed her world. And years later, when they 
meet again, the same jealousy takes over her.  
A lively depiction of Hungarian society during the interwar years. 

Katalin Street
Novel, 250 pages - 1979 

Katalin Street is Magda Szabó’s novel where political events, notably the 1956 
Budapest uprising, are most present.

Katalin Street was the place, the time of happiness, the space of love. It was before 
the war, in Budapest. There were three neighboring houses, three gardens side by 
side, belonging to the Birós, the Helds and the Elekes, which formed a paradise. 
The children played together and all the girls were in love with Balint. The war did 
not succeed in breaking this harmony, and even though the Helds were deported, 
fragile Henriette continued to live with the others – hidden in the attic. Until the 
unfortunate day when a soldier flushed her out. 

To be published in the 
US in 2017.

Press reviews:
To be published in 
Spain in 2017.
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The Moment
Novel, 360 pages - 2009

With a nerve that only great novelists have, Magda Szabó 
reinvents the universal literary masterpiece: The Aeneid. The 
author’s father would tell her every night about Aeneas’ exploits, 
and it was this familiarity with the text that allowed her to free 
herself from it, and rewrite it. Why should Creusa – Aeneas’ 
first wife – die? Why shouldn’t she survive the fall of Troy? It 
is a reconstitution, a profound rewriting, but also a modern 
interpretation. What we have here is a political novel as well as a 
mythological one: power, totalitarianism… 

The Old Well
Childhood memories, 260 pages - 2009

Descended from a poor aristocratic family, Magda Szabó is raised 
in a magical environment that charms a rather rough life. One of 
the bastions of her universe was imagination: “when you are not 
pleased with how a story ends, reinvent its ending”, would her 
mother say – and it was the whole Aeneid she ended up rewriting! 
In short chapters, she narrates her findings, her disappointments, 
and her sweet and tender life: her mother – obviously, a fairy who 
had been transformed into a human being -, and her father – 
forever a child, etc… These recollections are like a tale: initiation 
story, origin story, The Old Well recounts the author’s path in life: as a reader, a dreamer, and 
then as a writer.

L’ INSTANT
La Créüside

MAGDA SZABÓ́
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Quand Magda Szabó évoquait L’Instant,
elle en parlait comme d’une « bombe ».
Porté durant plus de soixante ans, aban-
donné puis repris au gré des tourmentes
que connut son pays, la Hongrie, le roman
parut à la fin de l’année 1989, à l’heure où
tombait le Mur. 
Dans son prologue, elle précise : « De toute
ma carrière d’écrivain, je n’ai jamais res-
senti une telle tension de bonheur en pré-
parant un ouvrage. Et de tous mes
per son nages, c’est Créüse qui m’a inspiré le
plus de compassion. »

Avec cette réécriture de L’Énéide, Magda
Szabó se livre à une réflexion sur ce que
sont les mythes et les héros. Chez Virgile,
Créüse, la femme d’Énée, est condamnée
par les dieux à mourir avant même que ne
s’ouvre l’épopée. Ici, elle récuse cette sen-
tence. À « l’instant » où cela est possible,
l’épouse usurpe l’identité de son mari et
s’octroie d’accomplir le destin de ce dernier,
mort à sa place, mais également le sien
propre. Cela, bien sûr, avec la complicité
facétieuse de l’auteur, qui n’hésite pas à
faire appel, entre autres, à une déesse soi-
disant oubliée, Èchiès, l’« exquise » sœur
jumelle d’Aphrodite.

Ludique, singulier, virtuose, L’Instant rend
presque palpable le mystère de l’écriture.
Le lecteur demeure ébloui par la manière
dont Magda Szabó utilise et détourne
l’œuvre originelle, qu’elle connaît dans ses
moindres respirations. 

22,50€
PRIX FRANCE

MAGDA

SZABÓ́
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ROMAN

TRADUIT DU HONGROIS PAR

CHANTAL PHILIPPE
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LE VIEUX
PUITS

MAGDA SZABÓ́
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Magda Szabó nous offre une clé pour
la suivre au pays de son enfance émer-
veillée : Le Vieux Puits se trouvait
dans le jardin de la petite fille, l’adulte
qu’elle est devenue s’y laisse glisser,
telle Alice, pour retrouver, intacts et
vivants, sa ville natale, ses amis, ses
parents… Les pierres ont conservé les
voix, les rires, les joies, et restituent
les êtres…

« Le sachet contenait des fruits incon-
nus, ronds, rougeâtres, à la peau lisse
et brillante, ils sentaient bon. Je mor-
dis dans l’un d’eux comme dans une
poire, ce n’était pas facile à manger.
Mes parents me trouvèrent en train
de croquer l’orange avec sa peau.
Stupéfaite et obstinée, je dévorais ce
fruit inconnu à la fois sucré et amer, le
trouvant plus beau à voir que bon à
manger. Ils me l’ôtèrent des mains et
me la rendirent épluchée, puis se
mirent à parler de la guerre, une de
ces notions incompréhensibles dont je
ne savais que faire. “Eh oui, la guerre,
disaient les grandes personnes, pour
qu’on en arrive à ce qu’une pauvre
petite mange son orange avec la
peau.” Je mordillais la peau d’orange,
et c’est ainsi que pour moi cette
saveur s’associa à la guerre. »

Les Éditions Viviane Hamy poursuivent
leur travail de découverte de l’œuvre de
Magda Szabó. En même temps que Le
Vieux Puits paraît L’Instant, ou L’Énéide
revisité…

21,50€
PRIX FRANCE

MAGDA

SZABÓ́
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SOUVENIRS D’ENFANCE

TRADUIT DU HONGROIS PAR

CHANTAL PHILIPPE
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Press review:

«The strange project that Magda Szabó cherishes throughout her life and executes in 
a more mature age resembles Marguerite Yourcenar’s “Hadrien” and Virginia Wolf’s 
“Orlando”»

Le Monde des Livres

«Every single parent should read Le Vieux Puits: they knew how important it is to spend 
time making your children grow.»

Le Point

Press review:
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we represent this author  For: 
CHINA, DENmARK, fINlAND, GREECE, UK, NETHERlANDs, NORWAY, sWEDEN, THAIlAND.

«The geopolitical conflicts between Byzantium, Rome and the German Empire, their constant new developments, 
like an initiatory odyssey, and their medieval settings will please anyone who enjoys adventure and shamanic 
legends.»

Chronic’art

«A world of legend and heroism». 

Témoignage chrétien

From HunGary Robert  

Hász
The Prince and 

The Monk 
Historical novel, 424 pages - 2007 

Original publisher : Kortars (Hungary)  
rights sold to Germany (Klett-Cotta)

An epic portrait of the days of knights and plots between princes and popes… A genuine rite-of-passage 
adventure novel.

In the 10th century, in central Europe, a monk is sent as a secret emissary of the pope. He must convince the Magyars 
to form an alliance with the pope, while Byzantium on one side and the Emperor Oton on the other divide up the 
Carpathian Basin territories.

Upon his arrival at the frontier of the Christian world, the monk Stephanus is quickly taken prisoner and various clans 
trade him like a precious object. He is obviously being taken for a descendant of a prince, the Kunde, who, according to 
the ancient order, was linked to the Ancestor-God and incarnated religious power.

At first reluctantly, Stephanus slips into his new identity, letting himself be convinced to abandon his initial mission 
and reestablish the ancient order. But a mystery surrounds him: he seems to understand the “barbaric” language, easily 
rides horseback and remembers being taken in as a child at the monastery. Could it possibly be that he is indeed the 
Kunde?

An historical tale with a clear message: « When a people loses its sacred roots, it is condemned to disappear. »

Press reviews:
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The Fortress 
Novel, 256 pages - 2002  
Short-listed for the Femina Etranger

Maxim Livius is a young reserve officer whose military 
service is ending. His country is disintegrating, and 
there are unmistakable signs of decay in the army as 
well. Shortly before his discharge, he is sent to a fortress 
in the mountains.
Cut off from the outside world, nothing appears as it 
should be : the food is excellent, commands are largely 
ignored, the soldiers mustn’t carry weapons… and no 
one can understand the reason why. The language can 
be compared to Kafka, Borges, and Eco, and the story to 
Buzatti’s The Tartar Steppe.
« A masterpiece » (Le Monde)

Foreign rights : 
G E R m A N Y  ( K l E T T - C O T T A )  -  IT A l Y 
(NOTTETEmPO).

The Garden 
of Diogenes 
Novel, 192 pages - 2001 

The narrator of this novel (clearly autobiographical) 
abandons his country ripped apart by civil war and 
goes to the neighboring country. However, the uprooted 
feeling creates a heavy atmosphere around him. He lives 
from hand to mouth and takes refuge in the wait and 
inactivity.
He is torn between two worlds : the real one, incarnated 
by two strange individuals, Zénon and Simon, who try 
to pry him away from his lethargy ; and a spiritual one 
into which a bum named Diogenes pushes him to enter. 
The narrator hesitates, but when he realizes that he is 
no longer able to integrate into society, that his marriage 
is a failure, he joins Diogenes, with his car cemetery and 
his strange stories.
« What interests me, he says, is man himself and his role 
in History ; in other words: man, slave to the materialist 
world, in antiquity as in the present, and his connection 
with the transcendental world. » 

Robert Hász
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É D I T I O N S  

É D I T I O N S  

;

Curiosities, 
Memoirs...

Publishing the memoirs of witnesses to the 20th century is not only a tradition at 
Éditions Vivane Hamy, it is also the mark of a commitment, a search for different points 
of view and a curiosity for what is going on behind the scenes of History. Some of these 
memoirs are poetic anf funny; others, more realistic and sharp.
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The great friend of  
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry!

Léon  

Werth
GOOD TO KNOW

Léon Werth (1878-1955) was a journalist, critic, writer and 
politician for the first half of the 20th century. His writing testifies 
to the ideas of those times, of the political problems (colonialism, 
wars, etc...), and of the social environment.

AN INDEPENDENT SPIRIT

Léon Werth was born in 1878, the son of a Jewish draper. He 
became an art historian and critic and led a Bohemian lifestyle. 
As a young man, he started long-lasting friendships with some of 
his most illustrious contemporaries such as Octave Mirbeau, Paul 
Signac, Lucien Febvre, Pierre Bonnard, Colette and many others. 

In 1913, his novel The White House narrowly missed winning 
the Prix Goncourt. In 1914 he was called up and spent fifteen months in the trenches. After being 
wounded, he left the front and was from that moment a committed pacifist. In the 1920s and 30s, 
Léon Werth was just as harsh in his condemnation of French colonialism, Stalin’s totalitarianism 
and the rise of Nazism. He died in Paris in 1955. The independent spirit that runs through his 
works - a virulent antimilitarism in Clavel soldat or a not so fashionable anti-colonialism, when 
Cochinchine was published - still causes intense controversy. 

THE GREAT FRIEND OF ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPÉRY

In 1931, while visiting friends, Léon Werth met Saint-Exupéry. Werth and Saint-Exupéry’s 
friendship never faltered. And in 1943 «Tonio» dedicated Le Petit Prince to him. What is more, 

“Letter to an Hostage” was first written as a preface to the 
American edition of Werth’s 33 Days. For unknown reasons, the 
American edition was never published by Brentano’s. But Antoine 
de Saint-Exupéry mentioned 33 Days as one of the greatest books 
he had ever read. Nevertheless, Werth’s work had remained quite 
unknown; his refusal of parties frightened publishers who feared 
that “this fierce independence” would not be defended by the press. 

2015: WERTH EVENTUALLY DISCOVERED ABROAD

But a fantastical story around a great author never ends. In 2015, 
Dennis Johnson, director of Melville House, decided to publish 33 
Days in the USA. He managed to find the unpublished preface to 
33 Days, “Letter to the friend”, which is a first version of “Letter 
to an Hostage”. The American press was enthusiastic and foreign 
publishers began to rediscover Léon Werth.
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Foreign rights : 
UNITED sTATEs (OxfORD UP) - GERmANY (s. fIsCHER).

33 Days
Narrative, 160 pages - 2006

New edition in October 2015 with 
the unpublished foreword by 

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry!

A 200-paged account of the exodus of French 
citizens when the German army entered Paris 
in 1940: 33 days of chaos when the French 
are on the road with all their belongings. 

Once their cars run out of gasoline, they continue on foot or by bike... 
People talk on the road, and choose sides. 33 days is the time Léon Werth 
needs to get to a modest house in the Jura Mountains, a few hundred 
kilometers from Paris. Léon Werth is a first-hand witness to this history-
in-progress. His account is at once sharp, moving and funny.

The story of the manuscript of 33 Days is also a novel in itself: Viviane 
Hamy, curious about the dedicatee of Le petit Prince, contacted the 
rights holder of Léon Werth, who found the manuscript amongst medical 
prescriptions in the office of the writer’s son, Claude Werth, who was an 
established doctor. 

In the newly published American edition, Melville Press has for the very 
first time published the preface, “Letter to the friend”, which was written 
by Saint-Exupéry specifically for the American edition of  33 Days.

Foreign rights : 
UNITED sTATEs (mElVIllE HOUsE), GERmANY (s. fIsCHER), ITAlY (BOmPIANI), NETHERlANDs 
(DE GEUs).

«This account exists because of 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, author 
of The Little Prince, which was 
dedicated to Werth. Saint-Exupéry 
smuggled the manuscript out of 
France and found it a publisher. 
The fee: cigarettes, chocolate and 
water purification tablets. However, 
Werth, who died in 1955, aged 77, 
didn't live to see its publication -- the 
manuscript went missing and wasn't 
rediscovered until 1992.»

The Times

Déposition   
1940-1944
Journal, 736 pages  - 1992

The War journal of Léon Werth written 1940-1944. 

During World War II, while Léon Werth was in hiding, he wrote a poignant journal 
depicting the life of the French population under occupation. As a writer, journalist 
and an essayist, he became a great observer of history in the making and of 
customs and society. He was a sometimes sarcastic critic, a visionary, a humanist; 
impertinent, nonconformist, antimilitarist, independent, and not much of a talker... 
Léon Werth was a fundamental witness of the first half of the 20th 
century: this journal has been highly praised by major historians from 
Lucien Fevre and Jean-Pierre Azéma to Robert Owen Paxton.

«Almost certainly the best eye witness 
account of L'Exode. You are right 
there, asking yourself questions such 
as: how does a nation face defeat and 
occupation, how does it react? And 
more trivially: what is it that makes 
these Germans so fond of wandering 
around, when off-duty, virtually in 
the nude?»

The Guardian

Press reviews:
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Saint-Exupéry as 
I knew him 
Illustrated book - 208 pages - 2010 (new edition)

The friendship of Saint-Exupéry and Léon Werth is illustrated by 100 
documents and previously unpublished drawings.

This book gives an unusual and original insight into the man and the 
writer, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. The iconography is just as significant 
as the texts: letters in facsimile, drawings, photos taken by the Werth 
family, Tonio and his plane (Claude, Léon Werth’s son, flew for the first 
time in Saint-Exupéry’s cabin!), all sorts of tickets, etc.

But it also gathers unpublished texts by Léon Werth about his friend, 
in which he focuses on Tonio’s last years. If he chose to speak up, it is 
because people had often made a monolithic portrait of Saint-Exupéry, 
relying on stereotypes of all sorts. Saint-Exupéry is very much alive in 
Werth’s text and the author devotes himself to showing the strengths 
of Tonio’s thoughts on death, God, honor, morals, war and justice. The 
interwoven texts and illustrations reveal the depth of Saint-Exupéry’s 
thought and give us a very intimate interpretation of the man he was: 
warm, considerate, brave. 

I find that the readers of a great writer are entitled to the truth, even if it lies in detail writes Léon Werth, as he offers to 
decode the anecdotal in the light of History.

Foreign rights : 
GERmANY (AUfBAU) - CHINA (mODERN PREss lTD) - jAPAN (OTsUKI sHOTEN) - ITAlY (ElIOTT 
EDITORE) - RUssIA (EKsmO).

SAINT-EXUPÉRY
TEL QUE JE L’AI
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TO LÉON WERTH

I ask the indulgence of the children who may read this book for dedicating it to a grown- up.

 I have a serious reason: he is the best friend I have in the world. 

I have another reason: this grown-up understands everything, even books about children. 

I have a third reason: he lives in France where he is hungry and cold. He needs cheering up. 

If all these reasons are not enough, I will dedicate the book to the child from whom this 
grown-up grew. All grown-ups were once children-although few of them remember it. 

And so I correct my dedication:

TO LÉON WERTH WHEN HE WAS A LITTLE BOY

The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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Dear Léon Werth and dear Suzanne, I am very 

glad that chance made us live on the same 

planet and that an even greater chance made 

us live at the same time! It was so unlikely 

given the number of planets and times...  

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

‘‘

A book with many pictures, drawings and texts 

illustrating Werth and Saint-Exupéry's frienship!

‘‘
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LA MAISON
BLANCHE

« Redécouvrir Léon Werth est une
opération salutaire au point que 
sa Maison blanche devrait être
remboursée par la Sécurité sociale. » 

Gérard Meudal, Libération

« Ce Léon Werth, à qui Saint-Ex
avait dédié Le Petit Prince, donne un
coup de pied au cul de la maladie.
Avec jouissance. »

André Rollin, Le Canard enchaîné

« La Maison blanche est un
reportage au pays de la douleur. Un
homme en danger de mort, à jour
avec ses souvenirs et croyant encore
à l’amour, entre en clinique. Ce sera
une croisière au royaume du blanc et
les infirmières deviendront des
créatures inventées.
De calmes méditations succèdent aux
notations inattendues, turbulentes.
L’écriture est contrôlée et ne suit
jamais les états flottants du malade,
nouveau calife des mille et une
fièvres. Comme quoi on peut tirer 
de la maladie “une leçon de joie et 
de sérénité”. Un livre à prescrire.
Service des urgences. »

Michel Bulteau, Le Figaro magazine

9:HSMIRI=Z]WWWW:
7,50€

Léon Werth's backlist (selection)

Caserne 1900
Narrative, 128 pages - 1993

Clavel soldat 
Novel, 380 pages - 1993

Clavel chez les Majors
Novel, 300 pages - 2006

A rebel spirit against all commitments, he bears witness with objectivity and finesse 
to the events of the first half of the 20th century: the First World War, the Parisian 
exodus at the approach of the Nazi army in 1940, occupied France during the Second 
World War, the trial of Marshal Pétain, as well as the chronicles of a courthouse and 
numerous art critiques. He goes against the current of all the prevailing ideas of his 
time, lucid and uncompromising.
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IMPRESSIONS
D’AUDIENCE

LE PROCÈS PÉTAIN

“En ce tribunal de limbes, des événements
appauvris, vidés de leur substance,
s'assemblaient au hasard, comme une
mauvaise copie de bachot. Le maréchal réel
et le maréchal de légende devenaient
indistincts, comme une photographie qui
s'efface, mangée par la lumière.”

Le procès du Maréchal Pétain se déroula du
23 juillet au 15 août 1945 : il avait 89 ans.
La Haute Cour de Justice le condamna à
la peine de mort, à l'indignité nationale et
à la confiscation de ses biens. Le 17 août
1945, le général de Gaulle, président du
gouvernement provisoire, commua la
peine de mort en détention à perpétuité au
fort du Portalet puis à l'Ile d'Yeu où Pétain
mourut en 1951.

En 1945, Léon Werth (1878-1955), fut
l’envoyé spécial de la revue Résistance
(journal créé à Paris à la fin de l’année
1942) pour couvrir ce procès, aux côtés de
journalistes tels Joseph Kessel, Jean
Schlumberger, Jules Roy, etc. 

« Ces chroniques, que [Werth] rédige pour le
quotidien Résistance, sont par la féro cité de son
ironie d’un talent implacable. Ce témoignage est
à lire absolument. »

Le Canard Enchaîné

« Werth a la verve clairvoyante et la rail le rie
prémonitoire : il anticipe sur tous les travaux
des historiens qui ont montré comment les
auteurs de la “révolution nationale” avaient été
entraînés, bon gré, mal gré, beaucoup plus loin
qu’ils ont voulu le reconnaître. »

Les Échos

-:HSMIRI=Z]X[UV:
9,00€

PRIX FRANCE

Impressions d’audience, 
Le procès Pétain
Narrative, 174 pages - 2011

At the request of the review Résistance, Léon Werth wrote his “impressions” after each court hearing 
in Pétain’s proceedings. “The drive for truth never was intrusive”, he remarked ironically. He gave free 

rein to his brilliant writer’s hand, producing a unique and surprising text.

La Maison Blanche
Narrative, 174 pages - 2006

When diving from a rock during his holidays, Leon Werth was injured. He savoured his injury the 
way a food-lover delights in a new flavour. He welcomed pain with joy. And was even sorry when it 
left him. When it appeared in 1913, this novel narrowly missed being awarded the Prix Goncourt. 
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CLAVEL SOLDAT

« Depuis que nous avons lu l’extra -ordinaire Déposition (journal tenupar Werth caché pendant la SecondeGuerre), nous savons qu’un individude ce calibre n’est pas du genre à secontenter de généralités militantes.Werth est allé à la guerre envolontaire, il l’a vue, il ne l’a pasaimée, il  a voulu la raconter. Clavel,c’est lui. 
La mobilisation, vue par Werth,ressemble étrangement à un désert :la ville est quittée comme on a quittéles familles pour rejoindre le grandtroupeau. C’est un énorme processusde dévitalisation. On entre peu à peu dans la boue destranchées ; c’est une mer immobileoù les hommes se tiennent transis,gnomes hallucinés pétris de déses -poirs et de souvenirs. “Tu ne peux pas comprendre” ; toutest contenu dans cette lassitude deceux que Bernanos appela les“enfants humiliés”.Clavel-Werth enregistre, promènesur cette planète de mort le faiblefaisceau d’une lampe de poche. Celane ressemble ni au Genevoix de Ceuxde Quatorze, ni aux Carnets deJacques Rivière. C’est une sorte devoyage lent au fond de l’absurde. Ledédicataire du Petit Prince en enfer.Un grand texte. »

Michel Crépu, La Croix

9:HSMIRI=Z]WWVZ:
10,55€
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COCHINCHINE

Léon Werth part en Cochinchine en
1925. Il a déjà publié Clavel soldat
dont l’antimilitarisme fit scandale
lors de sa parution en 1919.
Son récit est imprégné de l’émer -
veillement de celui qui rencontre un
univers étranger, et qui se délecte de
cette étrangeté. Il s’immerge dans les
paysages, les senteurs, les goûts
nouveaux puis en exprime les
moirures, les infinies subtilités. 

« Le dourian ressemble à un petit
jacquier. Imaginez l’enveloppe à
piquants d’un marron d’Inde,
contenant un fruit gros comme un
melon. Mais le dourian est un fruit
difficile, un fruit auquel on n’accède
point du premier coup. Son odeur,
pour la désigner, il suffit de n’oser
point la nommer. Oui… c’est bien cela
que cela sent. Quand on passe devant
un étalage de dourians, cette odeur
vous poursuit et elle prête à une
déplorable confusion. Au goût, cela
rappelle le camembert d’abord, un
camembert sucré. »

Et d’une ample relation de voyage il
fait, sans que le lecteur sous le
charme s’en rende compte, un
pamphlet rageur contre la bêtise du
colonialisme et la stupidité des
« politiciens qui donnent aux
problèmes des solutions claires sans
même en définir les termes ». 

9:HSMIRI=Z]WV[V:
9,00€

PRIX FRANCE

mp Cochinchine:bis_LAPORTE  16/05/08  13:17  Page 1

Cochinchine 
Narrative, 256 pages - 2005

Léon Werth left for Cochinchine in 1925. Out of his extensive and magnificent travel log he creates, 
without the spell-bound reader even realising, a raging statement against the stupidity of colonialism. 
When it appeared in 1926 this book caused an enormous scandal. 
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Memoirs...
A Foreign Policy 
The journal of Raymond de Sainte-Suzanne, (1938-1940)
Memoirs, 352 pages - 2000

The Quai d’Orsay and Saint-John Perse under a watchful eye.

Between November 1938 and June 1940, Sainte-Suzanne was in the service of the Secretary- General at the French 
Foreign Office (Quai d’Orsay). These notes taken at the time of the war, completely rough, give this journal an invaluable 
perspective on a secret place of power, relatively unknown to the general public. It covers the period when the Quai 
d’Orsay played a fundamental and more than ambiguous role – notably during the signing of the Munich Accords 
(Mussolini, Hitler, Chamberlain and Daladier sign an agreement on the status of Czechoslovakia) – in world history.

Walls and Men
Jeanne Bouissou, a visitor to the Santé (1983-1997) 
Memoirs, 160 pages - 2000

Jeanne Bouissou visited the Santé prison for fourteen years. 
Out of the question for her to judge or to denounce. Her account speaks crudely and simply of the daily life of these men. 
At no moment do anger or dangerous pity rise to the surface.

Through the Book
Jean-Jacques Pauvert
Memoirs, 465 pages - 2004

Boris Vian, Jean-Paul Sartre, André Breton, Georges Darien, Georges Bataille... Jean-Jacques Pauvert is a great French 
publisher, who fought against censorship while publishing Sade, and discovering Histoire d’O.
A novel of real-life, this book is also the history of the 20th French century up to May, 1968. 

The Budapest's Parrot
André Lorant
Memoirs, 280 pages - 2002

Born in Budapest in 1933, André Lorant grew up in an upper class family. He escaped the mass murder of Hungarian 
Jews, and then fled Communism in 1956. He emigrated to France where he became a scholar specializing in Balzac’s 
novels.He came back for the first time to Budapest in 1997, but felt nothing. Once he comes back from his trip, the old 
Budapest emerges from him.

Foreign rights : UNITED sTATEs  (PARIs WRITER's PREss).

Foreign rights : HUNGARY (KIjARAT KIADO).
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Belonging
Text by Karim Miské
Drawings by Antoine Silvestri
Graphic Novel, 224 pages - October 2016

This is the unforgettable tale of a little boy growing up between two 
cultures: his father’s Muslim Mauritanian culture and his mother’s 
French, feminist, communist culture. 

The graphic novel opens with his beloved grandfather, now senile, letting 
slip the unspeakable word, « bastard!”. Once said, it hangs in the air: he 
is French for his « Arab brothers » and a foreigner for the native-born 
French. 

Later, his mother who is engaged in the communist cause takes him to Albania where he discovers the absurdity of 
totalitarianism with his own eyes and a child‘s common sense. 

To refuse to belong to a religion, an ideology, a social class, a “race”. To never choose a side. This is the story of one who 
feels an “outcast” and decides to make an identity out of it. 

Press reviews:

«The restless style, the title itself, the unfinished negatives 
and the syncopated syntax is perfectly in tune with the 
precarious status of mixed-race individuals.»

Le Canard enchaîné

«To escape into a 'country which has no name but 
welcomes everyone'.»

Metronews

«An angry cry against identities adrift, but also an ode to 
the wisdom of a man who will not be put into a box.» 

Le Courrier de l'Atlas

Graphic novel:
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Graphic novel:
KARIm mIsKé...

This graphic novel is the result of a collaboration 
with the illustrator, Antoine Silvestri. Painter, 
and cartoon and graphic novel producer, Viennese 
expressionist art has a profound influence on his 
imagination. His drawings brilliantly unite the 
poignancy and humour of the memories evoked by 
Karim Miské.

Karim Miské was born in Abidjan in 1964 to a 
Mauritanian father and a French mother, and grew 
up in Paris before leaving to study journalism in 
Dakar. After returning to France, he spent twenty 
years making documentaries on a range of subjects 
including bioethics, deafness (for which he learnt 
sign language) and neo-fundamentalism in the 
Jewish, Christian and Muslim faiths. Arab Jazz, his 
first novel, attracted a lot of attention in France and 
abroad.

ANTOINE sIlVEsTRI...
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Graphic novel

representatives (excl. or non-excl.) 

sPAIN : Acer - Catherine Passion — cpassion@acerliteraria.com
ITAlY : Anna Spadolini — annaspadolini@gmail.com
TAIWAN : The Grayhawk Agency- Wu Chung Sen — nicolas@grayhawk-agency.com
KOREA : Sibylle Books - Young Sun Choi — youngsun.choi@sibyllebooks.com
RUssIA : Anastasia Lester — anastassia.lester@gmail.fr
GREECE : Niki Dougé — kleoniki.douge@online.fr
POlAND : Renata de La Chapelle — renatadelachapelle@wp.pl

Translation : Julia Sobral Campos, Joshua Meisler and Rebecca Cockburn
Composition : François-Jean Dazin
Cover Pictures : © Antoine Rozès
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